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Abstract
High density affects the communication in an energy-constrained network since the energy-saving protocols
are not designed to cope with the high contention expected in dense networks. While increased delay and
reduced throughput are predictable results of contention from background traffic, high contention increases
collisions, resulting in increased packet retransmissions and dropped packets. Two factors are mainly re-
sponsible for this high contention in the emerging networks. First, the networks are getting denser with
the proliferation of smartphones and tablets. Second, the communication protocols used in these energy-
constrained devices interact negatively with high density increasing contention even more. As a result,
instead of saturating the bandwidth as expected with high traffic, the dense network starts thrashing result-
ing in a steep increase in delay and a drastic fall in throughput. The devices also end up consuming more
energy since sleeping during the idle times is no longer an effective strategy to save energy. None of these
effects is desirable.
The goal of our research is to improve communication in energy-constrained dense networks. While
the increased density typically results in poor communication quality and high energy consumption, know-
ing that the network is dense often enables opportunities for optimization. Our research reveals that the
increased number of devices and the frequent traffic, the characteristics that cause high contention in dense
networks, can also be leveraged to improve the communication and energy-efficiency in these networks.
With more devices within the communication range of a device, the neighbors can share the responsibility
of finding an awake receiver in a wireless sensor network (WSN), or acquiring information about nearby
access points (APs) to decide which AP to join in an infrastructure-based WLAN. The redundancy inher-
ent in dense networks provides opportunities to reduce the delay in a multi-hop WSN by forwarding data
packets to those neighbors which wake up the soonest. Interestingly, the security of the network can also be
improved by leveraging the high connectivity. Neighbors can collaborate to eliminate any differentiability
or predicatability in WSN communication such that the entire neighborhood appears to the jammer as a
ii
single node with a big battery. Finally, local observation about the neighborhood can provide information
about the contention in the network and enable the devices to adapt themselves to cope with high density.
The key to achieving efficient communication in an energy-constrained high density network is to em-
brace the high density. Our thesis shows that although high contention provides a harsh environment for
communication, by leveraging the inherent characteristics of dense networks such as high connectivity, re-
dundancy, frequent communication, devices can survive in such networks by successfully improving their
quality of communication and energy-efficiency.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the proliferation of new wireless devices, the existing wireless networks are moving towards high
density. Cisco has projected that there will be over 10 billion mobile-connected devices in 2017, exceeding
the world’s population at that time (7.6 billion) [5]. Naturally, with this many devices, there will be many
areas with very dense networks. Wireless sensors are cheap; they are prone to failures. When sensors
are used for critical applications such as forest fire detection or automated inventory management, many
redundant devices are deployed in the networks to ensure reliability of communication. The density can
reach upto 20 sensors per square meters. The same trend towards high density is also observed in WLAN
environments. With the popularity of smartphones and tablets, the density we expect in public areas with
open wireless access has changed dramatically. Examples of such high density networks include the wireless
networks in large conferences, crowded auditoriums, sports stadiums, etc. In each of these environments,
more devices induce more contention incurring increased delay and reduced throughput. The traditional
energy-saving protocols further deteriorate the quality of communication since the high network density
along with the strict energy constraints of the devices add new challenges to these networks.
The main problem with the traditional solutions for energy-constrained networks is that they were not
designed considering the impact of possible high density. The communication protocols incur separate
overhead for each device in terms of energy consumption and time. In a dense multi-hop wireless network
such as WSN, this adds up to very high coordination overhead. First, the wakeup times of different devices
may overlap. As a result, many devices contend during that short awake time window and the contention
increases even more, voiding any benefit achieved from duty-cycling. Besides energy and delay issues, the
devices also face severe jamming vulnerabilities when they follow the traditional duty-cycling solutions.
The periodic wakeups induce a regular pattern of data transmissions, making the transmission times highly
predictable. Jammers can take advantage of this opportunity and jam during the predicted transmission
times while sleeping the rest of the time. As the network becomes denser, there is more traffic in the
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network allowing the jammer to build its prediction model even faster. Hence, even an energy-constrained
jammer poses a serious threat to the duty-cycled devices in a dense network.
In infrastructure-based dense WLANs, an interesting and even more devastating problem arises when
the devices make any effort to improve the communication. The problem starts when devices decide to
join a better network and so actively search each channel with probe packets to obtain access point (AP)
information. Since the communication quality is always poor due to high levels of contention and fre-
quent collisions, the mobile devices are constantly searching for better APs to associate with, overloading
the networks to the extent where probing dominates and results in a network breakdown. Moreover, the
synchronized channel accesses by these energy-constrained devices add more contention to the already
overloaded network, resulting in spikes of contention at the beginning of each wakeup. The common result
is that devices are not able to send much data and, at the same time, their batteries drain at an increased rate
that is not proportional to their successful data.
The goal of our research is to tackle these challenges and make dense networks work for the user. While
increased density typically is at the root of poor communication quality, knowing that the network is dense
often enables opportunities for optimization. In our research, we explore which inherent characteristics of
high density networks can be leveraged to improve communication and energy-efficiency in these networks.
For example, the high connectivity of devices can be used to opportunistically improve communication. As
the network becomes denser, each device has more neighbors within its communication range. The frequent
traffic from the neighbors exposes information about their wakeup schedules providing opportunities for low
cost coordination in WSN. Moreover, the inherent redundancy in the dense network often results in multi-
ple paths with the same cost available between the same source-destination pair offering opportunities for
reducing delay. The devices can even collaborate to collectively defend against a jammer by obscuring their
data transmission patterns within the neighborhood. The opportunities for improvements are not limited to
WSN. The dense WLANs can also take advantage of the high connectivity. In dense networks, the nearby
devices have similar AP fingerprints which allow them to obtain AP information opportunistically. Finally,
by distributed managing of each power-saving device based on local observation about the neighborhood,
contention can be controlled preventing the imminent network breakdown. Hence, we can summarize that
the key to ensuring survival in dense networks is to embrace density.
In our dissertation, we propose that: communication in an energy-constrained high density network can
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be improved by leveraging the inherent characteristics of the dense network. The increased connectivity
and frequent traffic can be leveraged to achieve low cost coordination between senders and receivers in a
dense WSN and to provide low overhead AP discovery in a dense WLAN. The neighbors can collaboratively
strategize to defend against a reactive jammer, whereas the redundancy of paths can be exploited to reduce
delay in a dense WSN. Finally, by locally managing each energy-constrained device, contention can be
mitigated in a dense WLAN.
1.1 Research Contributions
The thesis can be divided into five parts. In each part, we focus on a specific challenge of dense networks,
e.g., energy-efficiency, latency, jamming resilience, AP discovery and high contention, and solve it by
leveraging characteristics of the dense neighborhood. The target for the first three approaches are densely
deployed WSN. Although the problems are discussed in the context of WSN, such problems are generic
to any energy-constrained dense wireless network without any infrastructure support. Hence, the proposed
solutions can be applied to any such networks. The last two approaches target improving communication in
dense infrastructure-based WLANs.
1.1.1 Energy-efficient Communication
Energy-constrained networks typically conserve energy by following a periodic wakeup-sleep schedule. To
coordinate and exchange data, the current energy-saving MAC protocols for WSN either require tight syn-
chronization between the neighbor wakeup schedules or expend a significant amount of energy in signaling
the sleeping nodes. High density makes it difficult to synchronize the wakeup schedules of all nodes in the
neighborhood and also incurs high overhead when many neighbors have to send long signals to wakeup
their receivers. The main problem is that each device acts as an individual and the protocols ignore the fact
that there are often multiple sender-receiver pairs within the same neighborhood in a dense network.
In response, we designed Neighborhood Power Management (NPM), a low cost communication proto-
col for duty-cycled networks that amortizes the cost of coordination among multiple nodes in the neigh-
borhood. NPM enables all awakened sender-receiver pairs to communicate without requiring separate
wakeup signals for each pair. Additionally, NPM uses wakeup information obtained from its data-driven
synchronization mechanism to dynamically adapt the signal lengths. In denser networks, NPM has more
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opportunities to reduce its per-node coordination overhead, further improving the energy-efficiency of the
communication.
1.1.2 Bankrupting the Jammer
Traditional MAC protocols for WSN were designed to achieve energy-efficiency, without considering the
presence of a jammer. As a result, each packet has a low jamming resilience, the types of the packets
are easily differentiable, and the data transmission times are highly predictable. Given enough traffic, an
intelligent jammer can take advantage of such information to formulate energy-efficient jamming attacks.
In dense networks, the frequent communication facilitates the jammer to build its prediction model faster.
We designed Jam-Buster that improves the jam-resilience of the system by obscuring the otherwise ex-
posed wakeup schedule information and traffic patterns. Without such information, the entire neighborhood
appears to be a single entity to the jammer, preventing it from achieving energy-efficient selective jamming.
As the network becomes denser, the jammer has to transmit more, reducing its own network lifetime and
enabling easy localization of the jammer.
1.1.3 Reducing Delay with Anycast
In duty-cycled networks, sleep latency is one of the major sources of delay. This is the time a sender must
wait for its receiver to be awake before transmitting the data packets. In densely deployed networks such as
RFID networks, there are often multiple shortest hop paths between the same source-destination pair. When
different nodes in the network wake up at different times, these multiple paths provide a great opportunity
to reduce the sleep latency at each hop. The traditional protocols do not utilize this opportunity.
We designed Any-MAC, a MAC layer forwarding protocol that exploits this inherent redundancy to
improve delay in asynchronous duty-cycled networks. At each hop, Any-MAC forwards data to the neighbor
that wakes up the soonest and hence opportunistically improves its delay performance. Any-MAC is a
generic plug-in that can be applied to any duty-cycled MAC protocol to enable anycast and achieve lower
delay.
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1.1.4 Opportunistic AP Discovery
Mobile devices overload an infrastructure-based dense WLAN with probe packets in their effort to improve
communication by switching to a better AP. Unfortunately, simply finding a new AP does not solve the
problem. Since all nearby APs are probably overloaded and so do not provide any better channel conditions,
devices experience no improvement even after successful handoffs. Probing does not stop and the flood of
AP probes continue to increase contention in the network. We discovered this devastating impact of high
density on the process of AP discovery by analyzing the traces collected at INFOCOM 2012.
In dense networks, the surrounding APs of the nearby devices are often the same. However, the tra-
ditional AP discovery protocols do not exploit this similarity. We designed Dynamo-Probing to exploit
these similar AP fingerprints and the frequent scans in dense networks to opportunistically obtain AP in-
formation by listening to the results of nearby active scans. By eliminating the unnecessary probe storms,
Dynamo-Probing reduces contention in the networks and results in improved quality of communication.
1.1.5 Managing Contention with PSM
The wakeup times of the energy-constrained devices in a WLAN are synchronized with the beacons sent
from their APs. Hence, all devices with data buffered at the AP contend for channel accesses right after
receiving a beacon. In dense networks, these synchronized channel accesses add more contention to the
network, resulting in contention spikes at the beginning of each beacon interval. The biggest problem
with the existing protocols including the IEEE 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) is that they are agnostic of
network conditions, hence they not only fail to improve energy-efficiency, but result in increased contention.
We designed Skip-stop, a PSM-based energy management approach that adapts to contention in dense
networks by skipping AP polling during some beacon intervals and so limiting the number of devices active
within each beacon interval. The ultimate goal of Skip-stop is to avoid introducing additional contention
and to rein in the energy consumption to match the device’s data transmissions.
1.2 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents our solution to energy-efficient
communication in dense networks utilizing the high number of neighbors and the exposed schedule informa-
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tion to optimize coordination overhead. Chapter 3 describes the collaborative defense against an intelligent
jammer to force the jammer to spend more energy and be easily detected. Next, in Chapter 4, we present
our approach of exploiting redundant paths in dense networks to reduce delay. In Chapter 5, we describe an
opportunistic method of obtaining AP information in dense networks by exploiting nearby active scans. We
propose an energy-management approach for WLAN in Chapter 6 to manage PSM and control contention
in the networks. Finally, we present our research plan and conclude in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Neighborhood-based Power Management
Coordination between a sender and its receiver is essential to enable successful data transmission in any
duty-cycled network. Achieving energy-efficient coordination in dense wireless ad hoc and sensor networks
is particularly challenging since the increased number of neighbors not only makes it difficult to synchronize
the wakeup schedules of all nodes in the neighborhood, but also incurs high overhead when many neighbors
have to send long signals to wake up their receivers. However, the frequent traffic in dense networks also
provides the nodes opportunities to optimize their coordination overhead. A simple data-driven synchroniza-
tion can enable the nodes to achieve much of the benefits of full knowledge of wakeup schedules. Moreover,
the wakeup signals often wake up many neighbors. This provides the awakened nodes opportunities to send
their data packets without requiring additional wakeup signals and thus sharing the overall coordination cost
among neighbors. Our main contribution is the design of Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM),
an energy-efficient MAC protocol that integrates opportunistic sending and opportunistic synchronization,
to achieve energy-efficient coordination in dense networks.
2.1 Challenges for Energy-efficient Communication
The main challenge of designing an energy-efficient communication protocol for a duty-cycled network is
to coordinate the senders and the receivers efficiently. Given the dynamic communication load expected in
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the coordination must be energy-efficient for both high and low traffic.
The most common target for energy conservation is the wasted idle time during communication. In an ideal
network, senders and receivers would wake up at the same time, transmit their data, then go back to sleep. In
real networks with clock drift and limited energy reserves, nodes can compensate by using synchronization
to ensure that both the sender and the receiver know when to wake up and signaling to know when to
communicate.
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Synchronization-based coordination requires the exchange of schedule information between neighbors
so senders can transmit exactly when the receiver is going to be awake. However, clock skew quickly results
in a loss of synchronization, resulting in the need to periodically exchange schedule information [89, 82, 91,
74]. DW-MAC assumes that an out-of-band synchronization protocol will be used to synchronize the clocks
of the neighboring nodes during its synchronization period. Synchronization-based protocols can either
use dedicated synchronization messages or piggyback synchronization information onto data messages. For
example, IEEE 802.11 PSM [24] uses a dedicated beacon for synchronization. However, since the frequency
of PSM’s beacon message exchange is not tied to the traffic generation rate or the clock skew, nodes send
beacons even when there is no data to send, causing unnecessarily high synchronization costs at low rates
and small clock drift. In response, S-MAC [89] and T-MAC [82] are able to choose the length of their
synchronization period based on clock drift. Additionally, synchronization information can be piggybacked
onto data messages whenever possible. While this works well at high traffic rates, when the traffic rate is not
high enough to handle the clock drift, nodes must still send dedicated synchronization messages, resulting
in high synchronization overhead.
Signaling-based coordination can be used in networks where nodes are completely unaware of the
wakeup schedules of their neighbors. The sender’s signal lets the receiver know that there is a transmission
ready. The most straightforward approach is to send signals (i.e., preambles) at least as long as a channel
polling interval (e.g., B-MAC), enabling receivers to periodically wake up and poll the channel. When re-
ceivers detect radio activity, they remain awake waiting for data transmissions. In general, signaling costs
can be controlled by varying the channel polling interval. However, while more frequent channel polling can
reduce signal length, it results in increased listening overhead for the receivers. B-MAC provides optimized
channel polling intervals using knowledge of network size and traffic patterns. However, without a priori
knowledge or in networks with dynamic traffic patterns, it is difficult to find optimal parameters, potentially
resulting in ineffective energy management, reduced network throughput and increased packet delay. Al-
ternatively, sender nodes in X-MAC [20] and SpeckMAC [83] send short strobed signals that include the
address of the intended receiver. A receiver acknowledges the signal to stop the signal transmission and to
initiate the actual data transmission, shortening wakeup signals, while still using effective polling periods.
However, this reduction is achieved at the cost of high idle listening costs at low traffic rates. Since a sender
switches between transmit and listen mode during the entire preambling period, a receiver needs to poll the
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channel longer to detect the signal. X-MAC further reduces the signaling overhead by allowing any node to
send all queued packets to the same receiver using a single signal. However, to apply this optimization, the
traffic must be bursty. For periodic traffic, nodes using X-MAC still transmit one wakeup signal per data
message. Thus, despite shortened preambles and support for traffic bursts, the signaling overhead is still
very high at all rates for periodic traffic.
Hybrid protocols, like SCP [91] and AS-MAC [44], combine both synchronization and signaling mech-
anisms to coordinate the senders and the receivers. By assuming loose synchronization between the wakeup
schedules of the neighboring nodes, these hybrid protocols can use a larger synchronization period to re-
duce their synchronization overhead. Although the loose synchronization necessitates the use of signaling,
the knowledge obtained from the synchronization complements the signaling mechanism by allowing the
protocols to have shorter signals (i.e., preambles). Even with the loose synchronization requirement, both
SCP and AS-MAC require a short synchronization period in networks with any significant clock drift. Ad-
ditionally, at low traffic rates, these protocols incur very high synchronization overhead, since there is little
opportunity for piggy-backing synchronization messages. Moreover, SCP uses the synchronization informa-
tion to synchronize the wakeup schedules of its neighbors, which results in more contention in the network
and increased delay. AS-MAC, on the other hand, maintains an asynchronous wakeup schedule and uses
the synchronization information to directly reduce the length of the preambles. However for AS-MAC, an
additional synchronization overhead is incurred since each node now performs periodic neighbor discovery
to allow new nodes to join the network and obtain wakeup schedule information about neighbors. Besides
the synchronization overhead, the signaling costs for SCP and AS-MAC are also significant at high data
rates, since signaling is done on a per data message basis.
In response to these limitations, we present Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM). The de-
sign of NPM is based on two observations. First, high synchronization overhead stems from the periodic
exchange of schedule information, even when there is no data to transmit. While knowledge of wakeup
schedules can greatly reduce energy consumption, such knowledge can be obtained during active com-
munication through piggy-backed timing information. Use of such opportunistic synchronization in dense
networks can achieve much of the benefits of full knowledge of wakeup schedules. Second, the main reason
for high signaling costs is the inefficient use of the signal. Although a signal wakes up all nodes that can
hear it, only the sender-receiver node pair are allowed to exchange data. All other nodes go back to sleep,
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even if they have data to transmit. By allowing the signal to wake up and enable opportunistic sending for
all nodes that hear the signal, signaling costs can be amortized over multiple transmissions from multiple
nodes, while incurring only minor additional synchronization costs. Hence, NPM is designs to balance
the synchronization and the signaling overhead by leveraging the increased number of neighbors and the
frequent communication in dense networks.
2.2 Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM)
Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM) is a hybrid protocol that utilizes both signaling and syn-
chronization mechanisms to coordinate nodes before a data exchange. Since nodes in NPM exchange sched-
ule information only when there is data, the synchronization cost is low. Such synchronization can drift not
only at high clock drift but also at low traffic. To account for such loose synchronization, nodes send wakeup
signals (i.e., preambles) before sending their data messages to make sure that the receivers are awake. How-
ever, unlike other signal-based protocols, NPM’s preamble enables all nodes in the neighborhood of the
signaling node to coordinate and exchange data, amortizing the signaling cost over multiple data trans-
missions. Nodes further reduce signaling costs by dynamically adapting preamble length using schedule
information obtained from the low-overhead loose synchronization mechanism. In this section, we describe
the two signaling mechanisms adopted by NPM: neighborhood wakeup and adaptive preambling. We also
describe the details of NPM’s beacon-based data-driven synchronization.
2.2.1 Signaling Mechanisms
All nodes in NPM wake up periodically and poll the channel for activity to receive incoming data messages.
Due to the imperfect (out-of-date) synchronization information available to the nodes, senders in NPM need
to signal the receivers to remain awake until they receive their data messages. The control overhead due to
signaling can be high in a network with unsynchronized wakeup schedules. NPM integrates two mecha-
nisms to reduce this overhead. While neighborhood wakeup reduces the total number of preambles required
to send the data messages by allowing multiple data transmissions per preamble, adaptive preambling re-
duces the length of each preamble by utilizing the available schedule information about the neighborhood.
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Neighborhood Wakeup
When nodes in NPM detect a preamble during their regular periodic wakeup, they remain awake until
the end of the preamble to receive any data messages directed towards themselves. The key idea behind
neighborhood wakeup in NPM is that all awakened nodes should be able to stay awake and transmit data,
if they have any. In this way, a single preamble could serve for multiple communications between nodes in
the same neighborhood. By using one preamble for multiple data transmissions, NPM can achieve lower
signaling overhead as follows:
• If a node has a high amount of traffic to a single receiver, the node only needs one preamble to transmit
multiple messages to that receiver;
• If a node has multiple messages for different receivers in its neighborhood, the node only needs one
preamble to wake up all receivers and transmit its messages;
• If the preamble wakes up both the sender and the receiver of another flow, these nodes can exchange
their data without initiating a new preamble.
NPM divides communication time into three components, the signal (i.e., preamble), the control window
and the data window, which together form a transmission phase (see Figure 2.1). After detecting a preamble,
all nodes in the neighborhood of the preambling node coordinate to complete their data transmissions. Since
the receiver for any of the awakened neighbors may be out of transmission range of the preambling node,
some receivers may not have been awakened by the preamble. Therefore, senders exchange signal messages
with their intended receivers during the control window (similar to the ATIM window of IEEE 802.11 PSM).
Nodes that have no data to send or receive, or cannot reach any nodes they have packets for, quickly go back
to sleep after the control window.
After the control window, all source-destination pairs complete their data transmissions using CSMA/CA
in the data window. To support short term bursts of traffic, the nodes remain awake through the entire data
window enabling NPM to opportunistically send newly generated data messages within the same data win-
dow without additional signaling. Transmissions that fail during opportunistic sending are rescheduled in
the next transmission phase.
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Figure 2.1: Neighborhood wakeup with full preamble
Adaptive Preambling
Nodes in NPM adopting the basic neighborhood wakeup mechanism always send full length preambles (we
refer to this protocol as NPM full) (see Figure 2.1,2.2). The adaptive preambling component of NPM utilizes
the available loose synchronization information to dynamically adapt the length of the preambles. Nodes
only reduce the length of their preambles when they have recent synchronization information about their
receivers. However, when the available synchronization information is out-of-date, nodes must transmit
full length preambles. The adaptive preamble mechanism is also never applied to broadcast messages since
there is no guarantee to wake up all nodes in the neighborhood if the preamble length is shorter than the
nodes’ sampling interval. To account for clock drift, nodes add a guard time to both ends of their preambles.
NPM supports three different approaches for adapting the length of the preambles:
• NPM targeted aims to wake up only the receiver of the signaling node. Since nodes transmit their
preambles during the expected wakeup times of their receivers, NPM targeted achieves the shortest
preambles (see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.2: NPM-Full Approach
Figure 2.3: NPM-Targeted Approach
• NPM finish early aims to improve delay performance while utilizing the neighborhood wakeup mech-
anism. Thus, nodes stop transmitting preambles as soon as their receivers wake up, similar to X-MAC
(see Figure 2.4).
• NPM coverage aims to fully utilize the neighborhood wakeup mechanism, while still reducing the
length of the preambles. Preambles are long enough to wake up all known nodes in the neighborhood
(see Figure 2.5).
By reducing the length of the preambles, adaptive preambling decreases the potential use of the neigh-
borhood wakeup and opportunistic sending components of NPM. Essentially, the shortened preambles in
NPM targeted wake up fewer nodes, increasing the total number of preambles required to complete all data
transmissions. On the other hand, NPM coverage, which benefits the most from the neighborhood wakeup,
has the longest preambles. The choice of the approach that most suits the user’s needs is the results of a
tradeoff between energy efficiency and latency, and will be thoroughly explored in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: NPM-Finish Early Approach
Figure 2.5: NPM-Coverage Approach
2.2.2 Synchronization Mechanisms
NPM uses beacon-based synchronization to obtain the wakeup schedule information. Instead of exchanging
schedule information periodically (like S-MAC, SCP-MAC and IEEE 802.11 PSM) and spending a fixed
overhead for synchronization, nodes in NPM exchange their schedule information only when there is data
to send. This data-driven synchronization approach saves NPM from wasting energy on synchronization
when there is no traffic in the network.
Schedule information (i.e., synchronization) is exchanged via two types of control messages: beacons
and signal messages. Instead of sending a beacon at the beginning of each wakeup period and thus incur-
ring a fixed synchronization overhead like IEEE 802.11 PSM, NPM nodes send one beacon message per
transmission phase. The preambling node broadcasts the beacon message just after sending the preamble
(see Figure 2.1) and thus provides its schedule information to all awakened neighbors. Due to neighbor-
hood wakeup, the synchronization overhead due to beaconing is amortized over multiple data transmissions.
Nodes in NPM also piggyback their schedule information when they reply to the signal messages during the
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Algorithm 1: Determining the preambling node for NPM
if queue len ≥ QUEUE THRESHOLD then
backoff = random(1, QUEUE LEN SLOT)
else
if age ≥ AGE THRESHOLD then
backoff = random(1, AGE SLOT)
else
if preambles ≥ PREAMBLES THRESHOLD then
backoff = random(1, PREAMBLES SLOT)
else
backoff = random(1, DEFAULT SLOT)
end
end
end
control window. Although the synchronization overhead due to signal acks increases as more data messages
are transmitted, the size of the overhead is very small (8 bytes for the schedule information).
Synchronization information is sent as the time difference between the local time of the sender and the
time when the sender will wakeup for the next cycle according to its periodic wakeup schedule. Thus, the
schedule information is not affected by the clock skews of the different nodes in the neighborhood. Each
node keeps track of the synchronization information of each of its neighbors by maintaining a schedule
table. Each entry in the schedule table contains two pieces of information: the time difference between the
neighbor’s schedule and the local node’s own wakeup schedule, and the age of the entry. Since synchroniza-
tion information is not exchanged periodically, this information can become stale and the age information
is used to purge stale data.
2.2.3 Fairness and Load Balancing Issues
When multiple nodes in the neighborhood have data to send, any one of them can act as the preambling
node since a preamble wakes up all nodes within transmission range. To avoid preamble collisions, one of
the nodes is chosen randomly as the preambling node. However, a random choice may cause some flows to
starve or may drain more energy from some of the nodes in the network. NPM adopts a weighted random
backoff mechanism to enforce fairness and load balancing. All potential senders back off for a random time
period, and the node with the lowest backoff wins the contention and becomes the preambling node for the
entire neighborhood. NPM uses the following parameters to choose the random backoff period:
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• Number of packets in the queue;
• Age of the oldest packet in the queue;
• Number of preambles sent.
NPM achieves load balancing by distributing the responsibility of preambling among all potential senders
within the neighborhood. By choosing the node having more packets in the queue as the preambling node
NPM can guarantee higher throughput. Since biasing the choice of preambling node based solely on queue
length can lead to starvation for nodes with lower traffic generation rate, NPM also considers the age of the
oldest packet in the queue. Finally, NPM balances the load across nodes by considering how frequently each
node has been the preambling node. Algorithm 1 describes the algorithm for choosing the backoff time for
an NPM preamble.
2.3 Analytic Model with Periodic Traffic
In this section, we describe the energy model of NPM and four other protocols: B-MAC, X-MAC, IEEE
802.11 PSM and SCP. Our analysis shows how parameters such as network density, data generation rate and
duty cycle influence the performance of each protocol. We model a single hop network with N + 1 nodes,
which provides insights into the expected protocol behavior in larger networks. We model CBR traffic,
where each of the N + 1 nodes generate r packets per second. We analyze energy efficiency by comparing
the energy consumed by each protocol for sending M data messages.
Total energy, Etot, depends on the time that the radio transceiver spends in each of the four different
power states, transmitting, receiving, idling and sleeping. We denote the power in both transmitting and
receiving state as Pa. and the idle power as Pi, with Pa >> Pi. We ignore the (very small) power required
to keep the transceiver in sleep. Thus, Etot is a combination of active energy, Ea = Pa · ta, and idle energy,
Ei = Pi · ti, where ti and ta are the time spent in idle and active states. To minimize Etot, a protocol has
to minimize both Ea and Ei. Idle energy Ei can be minimized with low duty-cycles. However, minimizing
active energy, Ea, requires minimizing its two components: data transmission energy, Ed, and control
overhead, Ec. Since Ed must be incurred to transmit data, we focus on minimizing Etot by minimizing Ec.
Overall, Ec has three major components: Epre for preambling, Esync for synchronization and Esig for
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exchanging control signals before sending the actual data messages.
Ec = Esync + Epre + Esig
The overheads are determined by: the rate at which each protocol exchanges control messages and the
number of awake nodes during the exchange.
Preambling overhead, Epre, which is used by B-MAC, X-MAC, SCP and NPM, depends on the length
of each preamble, tpre, and the number of preambles, npre, used for sending M data messages. Since any
node that wakes up during a preamble continues to receive the rest of the preamble, preamble length, tpre,
determines the number of awake nodes, A. The portion k of the entire preamble that the receiver actually
receives is, however, determined by the synchronization between the wakeup schedules.
Epre = npre · (1 + k ·A) · tpre · Pa
B-MAC wakes up all N nodes in the network by using a Twup long preamble, where Twup is the wakeup
period of the nodes in the network. However, SCP can wake up all nodes using short preambles due to its
loosely synchronized network. SCP’s synchronization also causes each node to receive the entire preamble
(k = 1). Whereas, in an unsynchronized network (such as for B-MAC and NPM), each awake node receives
on average only half of the preamble (k = 0.5). The value of A in NPM depends on the node’s duty cycle
and the length of the preamble tpre used as will be explained later in this section. For periodic traffic, B-
MAC and SCP uses one preamble for each of its M data messages. NPM however amortizes the Epre over
multiple transmissions by sending one preamble per transmission phase. Assuming NPM sends Rd data
messages per transmission phase, npre = MRd preambles are needed to transmit M messages.
Escppre = M · (1 +N) · tpre · Pa
Ebmacpre = M · (1 +
N
2
) · Twup · Pa
Enpmpre =
M
Rd
· (1 +
A
2
) · tnpmpre · Pa
The strobed preambles in X-MAC result in an average preamble length of half of the maximum preambling
time, Twup/2. Half of this time is spent in sending preambles, while the other half is spent listening for an
acknowledgment.
Exmacpre = M ·
(
Twup
4
· (Pa + Pi) + (
N
2
+ 2) · tpre · Pa
)
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For all protocols, Epre increases as the network density N increases. NPM consumes the least Epre
since it amortizes the cost of preambling over multiple data transmissions. BMAC uses the highest energy
due to the long preamble used. The comparison of preambling energy between SCP and NPM will depend
on the length of the preamble used and the value of A. For NPM full, A = N and tpre = Twup, increasing
energy consumption. However, the value of Rd increases which in turn reduces Epre. If the rate r is
relatively high that Rd > 1, NPM targeted uses much less energy than SCP.
To determine the value of A, the number of nodes awakened by a preamble of length tpre, assume a
uniform distribution for the wakeup schedules across a wakeup period Twup. If each node remains awake
for Tl and asleep for Ts within each duty cycling period, the probability p that a preamble of length tpre
wakes up a particular node is defined as follows: p = min
(
Tl+tpre
Tl+Ts
, 1
)
. Thus the average number of nodes
awakened by such a preamble is defined as: A = 1+p · (N −1). For NPM full, the Ts long preamble wakes
up all nodes in its neighborhood. The remaining NPM protocols wake up fewer nodes using their shorter
preambles, and thus reduce the energy spent due to preambling.
The next major component of Ec is synchronization, which is used by IEEE 802.11 PSM, SCP and
NPM. Nodes synchronize by exchanging beacon messages of length tb. Assuming that nb beacon mes-
sages are required and Ab nodes are awake during the transmission of a beacon, the energy overhead for
synchronization Esync is:
Esync = nb · (Ab + 1) · tb · Pa.
In SCP and NPM, the number of nodes that receive the preamble and the beacon are the same, thus
Ab = A. In PSM, all N nodes wake up at the beginning of the control window and receive the beacon. PSM
sends one beacon per wakeup period, thus nb does not depend on the data generation rate r, and it wastes
energy even in the absence of data traffic. However, the high clock drift in wireless sensor networks causes
the beaconing of PSM to be insufficient. Depending on the traffic rate r, SCP piggybacks synchronization
information on each of its data messages, causing minimal overhead. However, when the traffic rate r
is low, SCP needs to send separate synchronization messages. In that case, nb for SCP depends on the
synchronization period Tsync. NPM sends one beacon per transmission phase, requiring a total of MRd
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beacons.
Epsmsync = n
psm
b · (N + 1) · tb · Pa
Escpsync = n
scp
b · (N + 1) · (tpre + tb) · Pa
Enpmsync =
M
Rd
· (A+ 1) · tb · Pa
Thus, we observe that unlike other protocols, NPM’s synchronization overhead is traffic-driven and is
amortized over multiple data transmission similar to the preamble energy.
Esig is used in protocols (such as IEEE 802.11PSM and NPM) that allow transmissions from multiple
nodes within a single transmission phase. Nodes coordinate by exchanging control signals of length tsig
during a control window, Ta. According to our traffic model, each of the A + 1 awake nodes send con-
trol signals to their receivers. However, only the flows that have both of their sender-receiver pair awake
receive signal acknowledgements back from their receivers. The number of such flows, F , depends on the
previously defined probability p: F = 1 + p+ p2 · (N − 1) = 1 +A · p.
After transmitting the control signals, nodes stay idle during the remaining control window Ta. The total
idle energy consumed during the control signaling depends on the total number of transmission phases used
to send M messages. The number of transmission phases is determined by the total number of messages
Rd sent during one transmission phase.
Enpmc =
M
Rd
(
(1 +A)
(
(1 + A)tsig + Ft
ack
sig
)
(Pa − Pi) + TaPi
)
Epsmc = M · (1 +N) · (tsig + t
ack
sig ) · (Pa − Pi) +
M
Rd
· Ta · Pi
Rd, the total number of data messages transmitted per data window, depends on F , the number of nodes
that remain awake during the data window of length Td. Each node transmits all data messages that they
have accumulated since their last active data window. With a total of N + 1 nodes in the network and F
active nodes within each data window, each node has to wait ((N+1)/F )−1 transmission phases before its
active data window arrives. Thus, Rd is the total number of data messages accumulated over a time period
of (N + 1)/F transmission windows by each of the F nodes.
Rnpmd = max(r · (N + 1) · (tpre + tb + Ta + Td), 1)
Rpsmd = r · (N + 1) · (Ta + Td)
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Figure 2.6: Energy per packet described by analytic model for single-hop network
NPM avoids the unnecessary idling during the control window when the data generation rate r is low. Also,
NPM reduces the control overhead by sending fewer control signals. Since fewer nodes are awake in NPM,
the receiving cost is also less.
Ed for IEEE 802.11 PSM and NPM is calculated similar to Ec. NPM consumes similar energy as
PSM when exchanging data messages in the data window Td. The higher value of Rd relative to PSM,
allows NPM to use fewer transmission windows to transmit M messages, and thus consume less energy idle
listening during its data window.
Epsmd = M · (N + 1) · (td + tack) · (Pa − Pi) +
M
Rd
· Td · Pi
Enpmd = M · F · (td + tack) · (Pa − Pi) +
M
Rd
· Td · Pi
For protocols that do not allow multiple transmissions from different nodes within a transmission window
(such as X-MAC, SCP, B-MAC), Ed depends on F , the number of nodes awake during data transmission.
Exmacd = M · 2 · (tdata + tack) · Pa
Ebmac,scpd = M · (N + 1) · (tdata + tack) · Pa
To demonstrate the expected energy consumption as derived in our model, we plotted the total energy
per packet (i.e., the sum of each contribution) spent by each of the protocols in a single-hop network of 10
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nodes in Figure 2.6. B-MAC is omitted from this graph to make it more readable, since B-MAC’s values
are several times higher than the competitors. As expected, the energy consumption for SCP and X-MAC
is constant since both protocols incur a fixed overhead per message. However, SCP requires more energy
from overhearing the synchronized wakeup. In comparison, PSM and all of the NPM approaches decrease
linearly with increasing message rate. Although NPM is more efficient with high traffic rates, the NPM
full and coverage policies suffer from excessive preambling in low traffic conditions. Although PSM looks
very promising even from this model, it is important to note how this model does not account for clock
drift that would cause PSM to require additional synchronization overhead. At very low data rates, it is
clear from this graph that finish early and targeted are more expensive. However, we will show in the next
section that in realistic networks, the crossover points are at very low data rates and that for bursty traffic,
the crossover points disappear. In the next section, we present our simulation results to verify the expected
energy consumption shown in our model and to evaluate the energy efficiency and performance of all of the
protocols in larger multi-hop networks.
2.4 Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation is to show that by maintaining loose data-driven synchronization, NPM can
achieve energy-efficient communication without affecting performance (i.e., delay, throughput). To demon-
strate these benefits, we analyze the contributions of the two signaling mechanisms of NPM, neighborhood
wakeup and adaptive preambling, in reducing the energy waste due to coordination. As a baseline for our
evaluation, we compare NPM to signaling-based protocols: B-MAC and X-MAC, hybrid protocol: SCP,
and synchronization-based protocol: the IEEE 802.11 PSM. It is important to note that IEEE 802.11 PSM
is designed for an ideal network with perfectly synchronized wakeup schedules and we compare NPM to
PSM only to understand how NPM in a real unsynchronized network performs compared to PSM working
in a perfectly synchronized network. To verify the effectiveness of the neighborhood wakeup, we compare
the NPM full approach to its dual B-MAC and the NPM finish early approach to its dual X-MAC. The com-
parison between NPM finish early and X-MAC is particularly interesting, since the burst support in X-MAC
is similar to the neighborhood wakeup of NPM, but has a more constrained criterion compared to NPM.
The combined effect of neighborhood wakeup and adaptive preambling is revealed when we compare NPM
targeted to the hybrid protocol SCP.
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To compare protocol efficiency, we consider three common metrics: throughput, delay and energy. We
characterize the energy efficiency of the protocols by analyzing the contribution of signaling and synchro-
nization to total energy consumption. For all protocols, the length of the signals and the number of signals
required to send all data messages together determine the total signaling overhead. For NPM, these two
metrics also indicate the effectiveness of adaptive preambling and neighborhood wakeup respectively.
While the underlying protocols determine the time a radio spends in each radio state (transmit, receive,
idle and sleep), the power consumed at each state is determined by the radio characteristics. For our evalu-
ation, we used the power profile of a MICAz radio [41] (current draw in transmit mode = 17.4mA, receive
mode = 18.8mA, idle mode = 20uA, and sleep mode = 0.1uA) with an external power source of 3.0V.
We evaluated protocol behavior across different traffic patterns, and in networks with different neigh-
borhood sizes using ns-2. The target network contained 100 nodes in a 10× 10 grid network. To analyze the
effect of neighborhood size on performance, we varied the spacing among the nodes from 200m to 140m to
75m. With a radio coverage range of 250m, these node distances created a neighborhood of size 4, 8 and 18
nodes respectively. Since we obtained similar trends for the different node densities, only results for 140m
are presented.
All protocols except IEEE 802.11 PSM and SCP were evaluated in randomly synchronized networks
(i.e., random and unsynchronized wakeup times). SCP and IEEE 802.11 PSM were always run with syn-
chronized wakeup schedules. Moreover, the results for IEEE 802.11 PSM in this section, does not capture
any control overhead due to its costly [38] out-of-band synchronization mechanism and thus only acts as a
baseline in an ideal scenario. The only control overhead that we consider for PSM is the synchronization
overhead due to beaconing.
Nodes in NPM, B-MAC and SCP duty cycle using a 1ms awake duration in every 100 ms period. Nodes
in X-MAC remained awake for 2ms in every 100ms. The higher duty cycle for X-MAC was to support
receiving the strobed preambles. Both NPM and PSM used a 100ms ATIM window and a 600ms data
window for its nodes. Experiments were performed with various window sizes, and showed similar trends.
To make the simulations more realistic, all protocols (except IEEE 802.11 PSM) added random clock drifts
(maximum drift 100 ppm = 100s drift per 1 million s) to each node. To handle the drift, in our simulations,
NPM and SCP added a 1ms guard time to its preambles and refreshed its neighbor tables every 60s. For
NPM, the thresholds that we used for selecting the preambling nodes are: queue len = 20 packets, age of the
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Figure 2.7: Energy per bit: CBR traffic
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Figure 2.8: Energy per bit: Bursty traffic
oldest packet = 4s, and the number of preambles sent = 20 preambles. These parameter values for thresholds
were obtained empirically via extensive simulations.
To analyze protocol performance in different traffic scenarios, we evaluated the protocols with two
traffic patterns: CBR (common for habitat monitoring applications) and bursty (common for event detection
applications). Since traffic bursts increase the opportunity to utilize neighborhood wakeup, it lays out a
favorable scenario for NPM and X-MAC. The effectiveness of neighborhood wakeup in CBR traffic scenario
depends on the traffic generation rate. To make the CBR traffic more realistic, we chose the inter-arrival
time between packets for each node from an exponential distribution. To create the different load conditions
in this pseudo-CBR scenario, we varied the exponential average from a 600sec packet inter-arrival time for
low load to a 5sec inter-arrival time for high load. For the bursty traffic, we simulated the protocols in a
network, where 9 nodes at one corner of the 100 node grid generated bursts every 60s. We increased the
number of packets in each burst to overload the network. In both cases, all data packets (size 80 bytes) were
destined to a sink (transmit data rate of 250 Kbps [41]), which was placed in the distant corner of the grid.
All protocols used shortest hop routing.
All results are obtained from an average of 10 simulation runs. For each run, all protocols were simulated
for 1 hour.
2.4.1 Energy
To compare the energy profiles of the protocols at different rates, we use energy per bit as a metric. This
metric captures the contributions of both data transmission and control overhead to the total energy con-
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Figure 2.9: Signaling overhead per data bit: CBR traf-
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Figure 2.10: Signaling overhead per data bit: Bursty
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Figure 2.11: Synchronization overhead per data bit:
CBR traffic
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Figure 2.12: Synchronization overhead per data bit:
Bursty traffic
sumption. Thus, any energy-efficient protocol that incurs a low control overhead, will have a low energy per
bit value.
As the traffic rate increases, the total energy per bit for each protocol follows either of the two interesting
trends (see figures 2.7 and 2.8). For both CBR and bursty traffic, energy for the protocols that allow neigh-
borhood wakeup, such as PSM and NPM, either remain stable or follow a decreasing trend with higher rates.
For the rest of the protocols, B-MAC, X-MAC and SCP, energy consumption increases as the rate increases.
To understand these trends, we analyzed the signaling (see figures 2.9 and 2.10) and the synchronization
overhead (see figures 2.11 and 2.12) incurred by each of these protocols.
Signaling overhead is the only component of B-MAC and X-MAC’s control overhead. Due to the
one preamble per packet policy, both of these protocols consume fixed signaling overhead per bit at low
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Figure 2.13: Preamble count per data: CBR traffic
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Figure 2.14: Preamble count per data: Bursty traffic
rates. However, as the network gets overloaded, more packets get dropped due to collision and contention,
increasing the energy consumed per received data bit (we omit B-MAC from the total energy per bit graphs
due to its very high and skewed values relative to the other MAC protocols). The strobed preambles of
X-MAC allow it to avoid overhearing and to have shorter preambles, resulting in much lower signaling
overhead than B-MAC. For the same reason, the increasing trend of X-MAC starts at a much higher traffic
rate than it does for B-MAC.
Although NPM uses a combination of both signaling and synchronization mechanisms, it is the signaling
overhead that shapes the total energy per bit of NPM. Since NPM amortizes the cost of both signaling
and synchronization over multiple transmissions (see figures 2.13 and 2.14 for the number of preambles
required per data message), its total energy follows a decreasing trend as the traffic rate increases. The
huge energy efficiency of NPM full compared to its dual B-MAC for all traffic, shows the effectiveness
of neighborhood wakeup in reducing total energy. However, the efficiency of NPM finish early to its dual
X-MAC is dependent on both the type and the rate of traffic. NPM finish early consumes less energy
than X-MAC only when the effectiveness of NPM’s neighborhood wakeup outperforms the benefit of X-
MAC’s very low signaling overhead. Achieving this goal becomes even more difficult at extremely low
rates. Thus, despite the neighborhood wakeup, NPM finish early consumes higher energy per bit for CBR
traffic until the rate becomes sufficiently high. NPM targeted, however, by using very low overhead for
signaling, consumes much less energy than X-MAC for almost all traffic rates except for extremely low
rates. At extremely low rates, NPM targeted has very few opportunities to use its neighborhood wakeup
and to use the targeted preambles, causing targeted to consume higher energy than X-MAC. The situation
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Figure 2.15: Average preamble length: CBR traffic
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Figure 2.16: Average preamble length: Bursty traffic
is completely different with bursty traffic. Despite the traffic burst support of X-MAC, X-MAC uses its
preambles less efficiently than NPM finish early. Due to NPM’s broader traffic support, NPM finish early
uses fewer preambles than X-MAC (see figure 2.13 for CBR and figure 2.14 for bursty traffic). This allows
NPM finish early to have a steeper decreasing trend for signaling overhead per bit than X-MAC. Thus, NPM
finish early outperforms X-MAC even at very low burst rates.
SCP’s low total energy per bit stems from the very low signaling overhead it incurs. SCP achieves this
by spending more energy in synchronization. At low rates, SCP does better than NPM targeted approach.
But, as the rate increases, NPM’s neighborhood wakeup amortizes the cost of both of its signaling and
synchronization over multiple transmissions, causing NPM targeted to consume much less energy than
SCP. However, for the bursty traffic, NPM targeted always perform better than SCP due to the effective
neighborhood wakeup.
For NPM, at high rates, all approaches can effectively utilize the entire DATA window. So, the benefits
of opportunistic sending becomes less important, and reducing the average length becomes the main source
of energy-efficiency. During the simulations, for full, coverage, finish early and targeted, NPM’s average
preamble length is 100ms, 80ms, 50ms and 5ms respectively (see figure 2.15 for CBR and figure 2.16 for
bursty traffic). Thus, NPM finish early and NPM coverage incur lower signaling overhead than NPM full.
NPM targeted, having extremely short preambles, incurs the lowest signaling overhead among all NPM
approaches at all traffic rates for both CBR and bursty traffic.
NPM targeted, which is the best in terms of energy among all NPM approaches, reaches very close
to PSM in a perfectly synchronized network (we consider no control overhead for PSM due to explicit
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Figure 2.17: Throughput: CBR traffic
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Figure 2.19: Average Delay: CBR traffic
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Figure 2.20: Average Delay: Bursty traffic
synchronization). For higher rates, NPM targeted performs even better than PSM.
2.4.2 Delay and Throughput
Both the neighborhood wakeup and the adaptive preambling mechanisms play important roles in shaping
the delay characteristic of the NPM approaches. During low traffic, NPM and PSM, the two protocols that
allow neighborhood wakeup, incur higher delay than B-MAC and X-MAC, due to the introduction of a 100
ms control and a 600 ms data window. NPM delays the packets even more because of the preambles. SCP,
on the other hand, in spite of using very short preambles, incurs higher delay than PSM and NPM full, due
to the high contention from synchronized wakeups. The delay becomes worse for SCP for traffic bursts
(see figure 2.20). At low traffic, X-MAC incurs the lowest delay due to its relatively shorter preambles than
B-MAC.
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Although the neighborhood wakeup mechanism induces higher delay in NPM and PSM at low traffic, it
allows these protocols to maintain a relatively steady delay (more than 90% reduced delay of NPM targeted
at high CBR rate) and a linear throughput (see Figure 2.17, 2.18) at higher traffic. B-MAC and X-MAC’s
inability to handle higher traffic causes the network to overload at a relatively low rate, CBR rate of 1
packet per 120sec for B-MAC, and CBR rate of 30sec for X-MAC (see Figures 2.19, 2.20). For NPM, the
neighborhood wakeup determines the delay performance at high traffic; however, once the network gets
saturated, delay is entirely determined by the effectiveness of the adaptive preambling component, causing
NPM targeted to have the lowest delay at relatively higher traffic. At high burst rates, NPM drops slightly
more packets than X-MAC, since there is more contention within the transmission phase. However, NPM
throughput is always within 5% of X-MAC’s throughput (even at the highest rate).
When looking at all of the results, NPM targeted is extremely efficient in terms of energy but suffers
from higher delays for bursty or low rate CBR traffic. In these scenarios, when delay is the main concern,
NPM finish early provides good performance at a reasonable energy cost.
2.5 Conclusions
The contribution of this work is the design of Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM) [14, 11,
10], an energy-efficient MAC protocol that integrates opportunistic sending and opportunistic scheduling
to balance synchronization and signaling overhead. The novelty of NPM lies in its usage of the wakeup
signals. Unlike other signal-based approaches, NPM uses these signals as neighborhood wakeup tones,
enabling communication for all nodes in the neighborhood of the signaling node and amortizing the cost
of signaling over multiple transmissions. Moreover, NPM uses opportunistically gained knowledge about
the sleep schedules to adapt and ultimately reduce the signal length (i.e., preamble) based on one or a
set of destinations. Finally, the combination of the two mechanisms effectively, NPM reduces the energy
consumption across a large variety of network conditions: bursty traffic and CBR with high traffic rates. In
dense networks, the neighborhood wakeup awakes more nodes, hence the cost of signaling is amortized over
more neighbors. Moreover, the frequent traffic increases opportunities to obtain full knowledge about the
wakeup schedules with data-driven synchronization and resulting in low synchronization overhead. Hence,
by leveraging the characteristics of dense networks, NPM enables energy-efficient coordination that supports
efficient use of the communication channel with improved communication delay.
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Chapter 3
Bankrupting Jammers in Dense Networks
The well-defined communication in duty-cycled networks can expose information about wakeup schedules
and traffic patterns and facilitate jammers to formulate energy-efficient jamming attacks. The effect is detri-
mental in WSN where such jammers can significantly reduce the network lifetime. In our research, we show
that, high density allows the neighbors opportunities to collectively defend against the jammer by obscuring
these information. Without such information, the entire neighborhood appears as a single entity to the jam-
mer and prevents the jammer from achieving selective jamming. As the density increases, the jammer needs
to attack more nodes to be effective, hence reducing its own energy-efficiency. We propose Jam-Buster—
a jam-resistant solution for energy-constrained wireless networks, orthogonal to the existing anti-jamming
solutions, that increases resilience by using multi-block payloads, eliminates differentiation of packets by
using equal size packets and reduces predictability of traffic patterns by randomizing the wakeup times of
the sensors. While each of these individual components of Jam-Buster is quite simple, the combination
of the three components results in a jam-resilient system that forces the jammer to transmit more enabling
faster detection of the jammer by the nodes, and to spend more energy to be effective and so reduce its own
lifetime.
3.1 Energy-efficient Jamming in WSN
The combined effect of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and the limited energy resources avail-
able to the sensor nodes makes WSNs extremely vulnerable to jamming attacks. By interfering with the
ongoing transmissions, the jamming signals not only reduce the system throughput by causing packet drops,
but also attack the network lifetime by wasting both the senders’ and the receivers’ energy. Since most ex-
isting protocols are designed only for energy-efficiency without considering the presence of a jammer in the
system, the jammer can waste a significant amount of the sensors’ energy using very few short transmis-
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sions, making detection difficult and spending only a little of the jammer’s energy [88]. Such an asymmetry
of cost enables almost undetectable jammers with limited energy to launch successful attacks against a
wireless sensor network.
Current solutions to defend WSNs against such cheap jammers are all based on hiding ongoing packet
transmissions from reactive jammers. Such jammers must first detect a packet before they can transmit a
signal that jams the packet. If a reactive jammer cannot detect a packet, the jammer cannot jam that packet.
To achieve this, the sender can try to hide the packets using either a randomized Start-of-Frame Delimiter
(SFD) [84] for each packet, channel surfing [87] or a combination of both [84]. However, in both of these
techniques, senders and receivers must be tightly synchronized to successfully transmit packets. This results
in high overhead even when there is no jammer or the jammer is jamming with a low probability. Moreover,
if the jammer has multiple radios and can listen to multiple channels at the same time, or if there are
multiple jammers in the neighborhood each listening to a different channel, channel surfing can no longer
hide packets from the jammer. Overall, while these techniques may be able to hide some packets from the
jammer with similar hardware capabilities, these solutions are quite expensive and have no defense against
cheap jamming when the packets are detected.
Several factors contribute to the effectiveness of such cheap yet hard to detect jamming in sensor net-
works. First, due to the lack of effective error correcting codes, packets have very low resilience to interfer-
ence. Essentially, a jammer only needs to disrupt a few bytes inside a packet to effectively jam the entire
packet. The cost for transmitting these few bytes by the jammer are several orders of magnitude lower than
the cost of the sender transmitting and the receiver receiving the entire packet. Second, the easy differen-
tiability of data and control packets facilitates selective jamming attacks causing the jammer to incur low
transmission cost, and yet achieve the same effectiveness as jamming almost all packets. Third, with current
periodic MAC protocols, a statistical jammer can easily predict future data transmission times. This allows
the jammer to duty cycle to avoid unnecessary idle listening costs while still detecting and jamming all
packets. In this section, we discuss the current solutions to jamming attacks in light of these characteristics.
Finally, we discuss how we approach these problems as a whole in Jam-Buster.
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3.1.1 Resilience
Standard communications in WSNs use direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) [67] with offset-quadrature
phase shift keying (OQPSK) to modulate their signals [41]. Although DSSS protects communication against
random noise in the channel, it fails to provide any resilience against intentional jamming since the pseudo-
noise (PN) code used by the DSSS in WSN is also known to the malicious nodes. Moreover, due to lack
of any packet level protection against errors, the jammer needs to jam only one symbol inside a packet to
effectively jam the entire packet. In wireless networks, error correction codes (ECC) [52] provide this packet
level protection against errors. However, the low data rate of a WSN channel, the short packet length and
the limited resources of sensors make traditional ECC [52, 48, 79, 39] for wireless networks, infeasible for
WSN. Hence, a feasible ECC must be simple yet efficient. Moreover, it must be adaptive and probabilistic
so that a smart jammer can not force the sensors to always use a high level of redundancy in their packets
and thus exhaust their energy.
Instead of recovering the entire packet, we propose to recover parts of the packet using a low overhead,
low complexity mechanism when the packet is partially jammed. By improving resilience, we can increase
the cost of the jammer’s transmissions. We will show that by enabling the amount of that detection to be
adapted dynamically, the cost of the jammer can be increased to the point where the jammer’s lifetime is
significantly reduced while still allowing the sender to recover a significant portion of the transmitted data.
3.1.2 Differentiability
By observing the length and interarrival time between packets, a jammer can easily distinguish the type of
a packet, even if the packet content is encrypted. Typically, control packets are shorter than data packets
and have smaller inter-packet spacing. In WSN, the reactive jammer knows the packet length even before
the radio finishes the packet transmission since the CC2420 radio transceiver attaches the packet length
information at the beginning of every packet. Given knowledge of the message type and the specific pro-
tocol being used, a jammer can target to prevent the transmission of data packets in the first place by CTS
corruption jamming, or to force the sender to retransmit the packet multiple times until the sender gives up
and drops the packet from its queue by applying DATA and ACK corruption jamming [81].
By removing differentiability, knowledge of the specific MAC protocol no longer benefits the jammer,
which now must decide to jam packets without knowing the type of the packet. We will show that by
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eliminating the correlation between packet type and inter-frame spacing as well as the correlation between
packet size and packet type, the jammer’s cost is again significant increased.
3.1.3 Predictability
By observing the temporal arrangement of packets induced by the nature of the MAC protocol, a jammer
can easily identify a pattern in the data transmission times. Once the pattern is detected, an energy-efficient
jammer wakes up only during the predicted data transmission times and thus saves idle listening costs by
sleeping during the rest of the time. Obviously, the pattern detection algorithm [46] used by the jammer will
be different for different MAC protocols since the temporal organization of medium accesses varies with
MAC protocols. However, the patterns are always created either due to the periodic sending of the senders
or the periodic listening of the receivers, both of which are determined by the periodic duty-cycle of the
nodes in the network.
The key to reducing this vulnerability is to break any existing pattern between the successive wakeup
times. A similar concept is implemented at the Los Angeles International Airport since August 2007 to max-
imize the security of checkpoints given the limited security resources [62, 63]. Game theory was used to
determine a random schedule for patrolling that breaks any existing patterns in selective patrolling, making
the schedules difficult to predict for the attackers. We will show that WSN can also benefit from randomiza-
tion to defend against jamming. An intelligent MAC protocol can use random wakeup times to effectively
cause the jammer to either stay awake all of the time or to miss a significant number of packets.
3.1.4 Road to Jam-Buster
Instead of trying to outsmart the jammer, we take a completely different approach that attacks the jammer’s
detectability and energy, and is also orthogonal to the existing solutions. Essentially, our goal is to make
the jammer spend more time awake and more time transmitting to successfully jam its target packets, in-
creasing the jammer’s detection vulnerability and its energy consumption. The contribution of our research
is Jam-Buster, a low overhead jam-resistant framework that attacks the three factors that contribute to
cheap jamming—resilience, differentiability and predictability.
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3.2 Jam-Buster
Jam-Buster is a jam resilient framework for MAC protocols that provides improved performance and
reduced energy consumption in the face of a reactive jammer, while causing the jammer to significantly
increase the number of jamming signal transmissions facilitating jammer detection and so limit its impact,
lifetime or both. First, Jam-Buster uses a multi-block payload that improves resilience by enabling
the receiver to independently check different blocks inside a packet. As a result, a jammer’s disruption is
limited to those blocks with which the jamming signal overlaps. Hence, Jam-Buster forces a jammer
to jam more bytes to successfully jam a whole packet. Second, Jam-Buster eliminates differentiability
by using the same size packets for both data and control packets, and by randomizing the inter-spacing
between the packets. Without differentiability, a jammer does not know the type of a given packet and so
is forced to jam all packets that it detects, as opposed to cheaper approaches, such as jamming only control
messages. Third, Jam-Buster reduces predictability by getting rid of the periodic pattern of wakeup
times. Nodes wakeup randomly following a pseudo-random number generator, resulting in random data
transmission times and forcing a jammer to remain awake all of the time to detect and jam all packets.
While each component of Jam-Buster is quite simple and contributes to increasing the cost of jam-
ming, any component alone only has limited impact on the jammer. For example, resilience only increases
the length of the actual jamming signal for packets that the jammer decides to jam. This alone is not effec-
tive for detection, since a jammer may only need to jam a few well-chosen packets, or for energy, since the
jammer may have good predictability and be able to sleep between transmissions. Similarly, good solutions
for both resilience and predictability fail if the jammer has good differentiation. The real benefits come from
the combination of the three components, which results in a jammer that must jam all packets using longer
jamming signals, incurring high transmission and listening costs as well as forcing the jammer to transmit
more often, exposing itself to detection.
In the next three sections, we discuss how Jam-Buster tackles these problems using a multi-block
payload to improve resilience, look-alike packets to eliminate differentiability and random wakeup to elim-
inate predictability.
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3.2.1 Multi-Block Payload: Defense against Low Resilience
Jam-Buster provides a level of protection inside each packet that is of low cost to the sender but of
high cost to the jammer to jam. Instead of using a single CRC at the end of each packet like traditional
802.15.4 packets, the sender includes additional checks throughout the packet. The benefits of the multiple
checks is twofold. First, these checks help the receiver to determine if there is any valid data in the packet.
Second, these checks force the jammer to jam more bytes within each packet to cause the entire packet to
be discarded.
Figure 3.1: Packet format of a multi-block payload packet
Jam-Buster divides the payload inside each packet into multiple blocks where each block has its
own CRC. We refer to this packet structure as a Multi-Block Payload Packet. Figure 3.1 shows the structure
of a 3-block payload packet. For a reactive jammer to jam a packet, the jammer needs to switch its radio
to the transmission mode, after detecting the Start-of-Frame-Delimiter (SFD) of the ongoing transmission.
In our experiments as described in Section 4.3, we observed that due to the turn around time to switch to
transmission mode, the reactive jammer could never jam the header of the ongoing packet. As a result, we
have chosen not to repeat the header for each block. However, if this were not the case, we would need to
repeat certain header fields, in each block.
The per-block CRCs enable the receiver to independently verify each block for corruption. After receiv-
ing the packet, the receiver marks a block inside the packet to be jammed only if the CRC for that particular
block fails and marks the block as unjammed otherwise. In Figure 3.1, we marked the jammed portion
of a packet as hatched areas. We observe from this example that the short jamming signal jams the entire
payload of the traditional 802.15.4 packet, whereas it can only jam the first block of the 3-block payload
packet. The data bytes in the rest of the blocks remain unjammed.
Since the receiver can successfully receive some of the blocks inside the packet when the jamming
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signal only partially interferes with the packet, the traditional acknowledgement indicating the receipt of the
entire packet is no longer adequate. Rather, the receiver must specifically acknowledge the receipt of each
successfully received block inside the packet. Hence, the receiver uses a single acknowledge packet where
a bitmap represents the success or failure of the reception of successive blocks inside the packet. Figure 3.1
shows the structure of an acknowledgement packet to a 3-block payload data packet. The {0, 1, 1} bitmap
of the ACK response indicates to the sender that the receiver successfully received block 2 and 3, whereas
failed to successfully decode block 1. Hence, the selective ACK allows the sender to selectively retransmit
the blocks that were jammed.
For multi-block payloads to be successful, it is extremely important to choose the right number of blocks
inside the packet. With more blocks, multi-block payload provides finer grained protection from jamming.
However, as the number of blocks increases, the overhead due to CRC also increases. Since WSN packets
are small, with more blocks, the CRC overhead could overwhelm any benefit achieved due to multi-block
payload packets. In Section 3.3, we discuss in detail how Jam-Buster chooses the optimal number of
blocks in its packets.
3.2.2 Look-alike Packets: Defense against Differentiability
Packet size and inter-frame spacing are two key indicators of different packet types. Jam-Buster uses
two techniques to make all packets look-alike. First, all packets are the same size, regardless of the amount
of information or the packet type. Second, inter-frame spacing is randomized to prevent the jammers from
using communication patterns to determine packet type. To complete the solution, all packets are encrypted
to hide the type information inside the packet header.
Generally, control packets are shorter and data packets are longer. Jam-Buster has two options to
make the control and the data packet sizes equal: either break each long packet into multiple short packets,
or pack each short packet inside a long packet. Since each packet needs its own header, using multiple short
packets incurs an increased header overhead. In contrast, the overhead due to longer packets incur because
the control packets do not have sufficient information to fill up the inflated payload. However, with multi-
block payload packet, discussed in Section 3.2.1, the sender can intelligently use the extra space to improve
the jam-resilience of its control packets. In Figure 3.1, we provide an example of applying a combination
of both multi-block payload and look-alike packets to an ACK packet. The same block is repeated multiple
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times to fill up the entire payload to provide high jam-resilience as well as to eliminate differentiability.
Due to this increased protection, Jam-Buster chooses to use longer packets for both its control and data
packets. The only downfall of this approach is the overhead paid by the long control packets when there is
no jammer present in the network. But this overhead is not significant in a WSN environment since packets
in a typical sensor networks are really small. Even the maximum payload size in WSN is limited to 80
bytes. However, we understand that the overhead will be significant in a 802.11 network since 802.11 data
packets are large compared to the control packets. If Jam-Buster was to be used for 802.11 networks,
then such overheads could be reduced by using cumulative ACKs or by eliminating the need for ACKs
altogether by using erasure coding. However, all these mechanisms are out of the scope of this paper, and
we are only interested in Jam-Buster’s applicability in a WSN scenario. When a jammer is present in the
network, the overhead due to long packets becomes minimal compared to the benefits achieved from more
jam-resilient control packets.
Jam-Buster uses a random inter-frame spacing, RIFS, between each of its packets belonging to
a single transmission. If IFSmin is the minimum turnaround time required to switch the radio from
the reception to the transmission state and IFSmax is the maximum allowable inter-frame spacing (i.e.,
IFSmax = EIFS), the value of RIFS is chosen from the following random number generator:
RIFS = random (IFSmin,IFSmax).
This implies that when a receiver receives a packet, it waits for a randomly chosen RIFS before sending
its ACK. On the other hand, since the sender has no knowledge about the RIFS chosen by the receiver, the
sender waits IFSmax before finally considering the ongoing transmission to be unsuccessful. In addition to
that, the sender must also wait for at least an IFSmax duration before starting its own transmission in order
to make sure the previous transmission has been completed. Hence, DIFS > IFSmax. The overhead of
using RIFS is a slightly increased delay due to the longer waits between packet transmissions. However,
our model in Section 3.3 shows that the increase is minimal and Jam-Buster benefits from look-alike
packets due to more successful transmissions resulting in lower overall delay.
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Figure 3.2: Random wakeup
3.2.3 Random Wakeup: Defense against High Predictability
Existing MAC protocols have periodic wakeup schedules to save energy. An attacker can listen to determine
the period of a node’s wakeup schedule, and then can jam that one node and still sleep just as much as that
node. To create asymmetry between the jammer and a legitimate network user, Jam-Buster randomizes
the wakeup time of each sender, making it unpredictable to the jammer.
Each node divides its time into equal sized slots called wakeup frames, Tf (see Figure 3.2). These
wakeup frames are analogous to the wakeup periods in a periodic MAC protocol. However, with random
wakeups, a node wakes up at a random time within each wakeup frame. The offsets rn from the start of
the wakeup frames are determined from a pseudo-random number generator PRNG - the seed of which is
unique for each node. The combined effect of the unsynchronized start of the wakeup frames for different
nodes and the different offsets for the different wakeup frames results in a unique wakeup pattern for each
node in the network.
Using random wakeups, Jam-Buster eliminates predictability in two ways. First, due to the random
rn in each slot, the jammer can no longer predict future wakeup times of a node by correlating the temporal
arrangements of the previous wakeup times of the same node. Second, because each node has a unique
seed, the jammer can no longer predict the future behavior of a node by watching the behavior of another
node in the same network. In this situation, the only way for the jammer to predict a node’s future wakeup
times is to have exact knowledge of the wakeup parameters of that node, i.e., the seed of that node’s PRNG,
the length of Tf and the clock offset between the jammer and the sensor node, offsetS−J . Given this
information, the jammer can determine node A’s current wakeup frame number, nˆ = d t+offsetS−J
Tf
e, at
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time t and then the exact wakeup time, aˆn, in that wakeup frame:
aˆn = (nˆ− 1).Tf + (rnˆ mod Tf )− offsetS−J .
However, these parameters are exchanged in encrypted packets, the key to which is not known to the jam-
mer. Hence, we can safely assume that the jammer cannot obtain the wakeup parameters and hence cannot
generate the predicted wakeup times.
Since the jammer can no longer predict the future transmission times with random wakeups, the only
way for a reactive jammer to detect and jam all packets is to remain awake all of the time. However, such
an always-on jammer will have a very short lifetime due to its high idle listening costs, and hence will
not be very effective. Our model in Section 3.3 validates this claim. The other option for the jammer is
to duty cycle and be effective for a longer time, but fail to detect any transmission that occurs while it is
asleep. Thus, the jammer has to make a tradeoff. The jammer must choose between a higher duty cycle
to increase the number of packet detections and hence successful jamming, and a lower one to save energy
and extend the jammer’s lifetime. In Section 3.3, we will show that in a network with random wakeups, the
duty-cycled approach is dominated by an always-on strategy since the duty-cycled strategy results in more
missed opportunities for the jammer to jam packets.
3.2.4 Coordination with Random Wakeup
The biggest challenge of using random wakeups is to coordinate the sender-receiver pairs to ensure success-
ful data transmissions. An ideal coordination mechanism must be jam-resilient as well as energy-efficient. If
the coordination itself is not jam-resilient, the jammer can exploit this vulnerability to pose energy-efficient
jamming attacks, essentially nullifying the benefits obtained due to random wakeups. In this section, we
analyze the existing MAC protocols to identify which protocols are appropriate to coordinate the nodes in a
system using Jam-Buster.
The simplest way to achieve coordination is to use any existing random wakeup MAC protocols, e.g.,
RAW [61], PW-MAC [78]. In both protocols, coordination is achieved by transmitting beacons at the
beginning of each wakeup. This incur extremely high overhead at low traffic rates due to the non-data
driven beacon transmissions. As a result, such protocols are not appropriate for the diverse traffic expected in
wireless sensor networks for detecting events. However, if the network expects high traffic, Jam-Buster
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can adopt any of these protocols .
For diverse traffic, Jam-Buster can choose an appropriate periodic MAC protocol and adapt it to
support random wakeups. Typically, hybrid protocols, such as NPM [10] and Wise-MAC [30], are the most
energy-efficient solutions to coordinate nodes with periodic wakeups and diverse traffic. These protocols
use a combination of signaling and synchronization to balance the signaling cost at high traffic and the
synchronization overhead at low traffic. While signaling allows a sender to communicate with its receiver
when the receiver’s recent wakeup information is not available, synchronization helps to keep the signal
lengths shorter by utilizing estimates about the receiver’s wakeup times. To coordinate nodes with random
wakeups using these periodic hybrid protocols, the base protocols require different modifications for their
signaling and the synchronization components.
We can derive the required modifications from the two major differences that exist between periodic and
random wakeups. First, the duration between two successive wakeups of a node with periodic wakeup is
always Tf , whereas with random wakeup, this duration can vary between (0, 2Tf ). Hence, the sender may
need to preamble for a maximum duration of 2Tf to make sure it successfully signals the receiver. More-
over, the sender must send short preambles during this duration instead of sending full length preambles to
prevent the jammers from having perfect predictability due to the long preambles. Second, only Tf is no
longer enough to predict future wakeup times of the receiver. With random wakeups, the sender must have
additional information about the seed of the receiver’s PRNG, and the clock offset between the sender S and
the receiver A, offsetA−S . To reduce the effect of clock drift on the timing information, each node sends
its next slot number n and the offset to the start of its n-th wakeup frame, offsetn. If S receives this
information at time t1, S can easily determine node A’s slot number, m = n + b t2−t1−offsetnTf c and from
that the wakeup time, am at any given time t2:
am = (t1 + offsetn) + (m− n).Tf + (rm mod Tf ).
Hence, to enable random wakeup, the base protocol must be modified such that each node includes the
additional wakeup information inside its synchronization packets, and the sender sends its data packets
at the calculated wakeup time, am. To provide protection against the jammer, all information must be
encrypted inside the packet. This implies modifying the ACK packets of Wise-MAC [30] and the CTRL
packets of NPM [10] to include random wakeup information.
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Variable Meaning Values
k number of blocks varying
`jam jamming signal varying
L maximum payload 80 B
`crc CRC length 6 B
`data data bytes per block
bjammed jammed blocks
DATAunjammed unjammed bytes
Tf wakeup frame 1 msec
Ta awake interval 100 msec
djammer jammer’s duty cycle varying
dRN node’s duty cycle 1%
Td packet inter-arrival time varying
Pi idle power 1.278 uJ
Pt transmission power 52.2 uJ
Pr receive power 59.1 uJ
x relative battery level varying
ratec channel rate 250 Kbps
Table 3.1: List of notations for the Jam-Buster analytic model
In summary, Jam-Buster is not restricted to using any specific MAC protocol for coordinating its
sender-receiver pairs. Essentially, Jam-Buster can use any existing random wakeup protocol in case of
a high traffic scenario. In case of a low traffic or diverse traffic scenario, Jam-Buster can be layered on
any appropriate periodic MAC protocol; that is, one that uses short preambles and estimates the receiver’s
wakeup time to shorten its preamble duration.
3.3 Analytic Model of Jam-Buster
We model the interaction between a legitimate user that uses Jam-Buster and an intelligent jammer to find
out an upper bound on the best performance of the jammer. The model essentially validates Jam-Buster’s
feasibility by showing that the upper bound lowers significantly when the regular nodes use Jam-Buster
as their defense. Table 3.1 lists the notations used to explain the model. Moreover, the analysis also provides
guidelines on the optimal number of blocks to be used by the sensors and the optimal strategy to be used by
the jammer in terms of choosing its duty cycle and jamming signal length.
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3.3.1 Interdependence between Strategies
The regular nodes and the jammer have two completely opposite goals. While Jam-Buster’s primary
goal is to maximize the total number of bytes successfully received at the receiver, DATAunjammed, the
jammer’s goal is to minimize the same by jamming the packets. DATAunjammed essentially depends on both
the number of blocks, k, used by the sender in that multi-block payload packet and the length of the jamming
signal, `jam. While an increased k benefits the sender by reducing the average number of jammed blocks in
a packet, bjammed = min(d
`jam
`data+`crc
e+ 1, k), larger k also has the negative effect of reducing the number
of data bytes inside each block, `data = bLk c− `crc. This results in DATAunjammed to be extremely sensitive
to the choice of k.
DATAunjammed = (k − bjammed).`data.
Choosing the optimal k becomes even more complicated as DATAunjammed depends on bjammed, which
in turn depends on `jam. Moreover, there is no way for the regular node to obtain pre-knowledge about the
`jam signal to be used by the jammer. An intelligent jammer can exploit this fact and change its `jam signals
such that the sender can no longer maximize its DATAunjammed by using an optimal k all of the time. Since
a fixed strategy is no longer adequate, we model the entire interaction using a game theoretic approach. We
determine a mixed strategy for choosing k and `jam such that neither the sender nor the jammer can improve
its payoff by changing the strategy. The DATAunjammed at this Mixed Strategy Nash Equilibrium (MSNE)
state essentially determines the upper bound of the jammer’s performance.
3.3.2 Modeling Jam-Buster using Game Theory
The game has two parties: a regular node, RN , that uses Jam-Buster and an intelligent jammer, J .
Formally, we define the game as (S, f), where S is the set of strategy profiles (i.e., S = SRN × SJ ) and f
is the set of payoffs (i.e., f = fRN × fJ ) of both the parties. Here, the sender’s strategy SRN is to choose
k, whereas the jammer’s strategy SJ is to choose `jam.
Payoff Functions
The sensor’s payoff fRN is determined by the total unjammed data bytes that the node receives during its
lifetime. While DATAunjammed captures the total unjammed data bytes from a particular packet, it does not
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capture the relative energy-constraint of the jammer and the regular nodes in the network. Since the jammer
can only jam until its own lifetime expires, we need to incorporate the energy constraints into fRN . Finally,
the jammer’s goal is to minimize fRN . Hence, the interaction between the jammer and the nodes can be
represented as a zero-sum game, and the jammer’s payoff is defined as: fJ = −fRN .
fRN is a function of DATAunjammed and the relative lifetime, life, which in turn depends on the energy
spent by the nodes and the jammer, ERN and EJ respectively, and the relative battery level, x, of the jammer
and the nodes:
life = max(
Ej
x.ERN
, 1).
Both ERN and EJ depend on the traffic scenario, the network density and the adopted duty cycles. We
assume a single-hop network with n regular nodes and 1 jammer where each sensor generates traffic at Td
inter-arrival times and the jammer’s target is to jam these transmissions. We limit our analysis to a single-
hop network because the jammer can only jam those transmissions that occur within its one hop distance.
All nodes wakeup randomly maintaining a duty cycle of dRN . Hence, we determine ERN within one Td
period as follows:
ERN =
L
ratec
Pt + Td.dRN .Pi.
We assume that jammer joins the network with a battery x times larger than that of a legitimate node.
In our model, we keep x as a parameter and vary x from 1 to 100. This allows us to simulate the effect
of multiple jammers present in the network with just 1 jammer. Essentially, we can consider the scenario
with 2 jammers with each one having x
2
times larger battery than a legitimate node using the same sin-
gle jammer scenario. We can also simulate jammers with unlimited energy resources with a very large
x value. We assume that the jammer’s duty cycle is djammer . In our model, an always-on jammer is
represented with djammer = 100%, while a no jammer situation is represented with djammer = 0%. A
jammer with djammer duty cycle, can detect only djammer portion of all packets. Hence, the jammer
spends (n.djammer.`jam/ratec) time transmitting to jam all n.djammer packets detected from n nodes.
We calculate EJ as follows:
EJ(`jam) =
n.djammer.`jam
ratec
Pt + Td.djammer.Pi.
Finally, we incorporate both life and DATAunjammed to obtain fRN . Since, the jammer can detect and
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jam a packet with (1− djammer/life) probability, fRN is as follows:
fRN =
djammer
life
DATAunjammed + (1−
djammer
life
)(L− k`crc).
Here, we can see that when the jammer has unlimited energy resources, i.e., life = 1, and the jammer
does not duty cycle, i.e., djammer = 100%, the node’s average payoff is simply the unjammed bytes from a
packet, DATAunjammed.
Solving the MSNE
To solve the MSNE, we calculate fRN and fJ for all (k, `jam) values at different djammer settings, and
then input these values to our MSNE solver written in matlab. The solution assigns probabilities to each
strategy inside SRN and SJ . If MSNE assigns probability pi to the i-th strategy of SRN , then Jam-Buster
follows that strategy with probability pi. The same is the case for the jammer.
The parameter values used in our matlab simulations are listed in Table 3.1. We varied the traf-
fic by choosing different Td = {5, 10, 60, 120} sec values and the network density by setting n =
{1, 2, 3, 4}. We changed the jammer’s setting by setting x = {1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100} and djammer =
{0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%}. Interestingly, for all the settings, the MSNE solution indicated that the nodes
must always use different k values with equal probabilities and in response the jammer must always send
the longest `jam to maximize their payoff at the equilibrium state. For very high relative battery levels
(x > 80), MSNE suggests the nodes to use the higher k values with slightly increasing probability. How-
ever, the jammer’s strategy remains the same.
Next, we need to determine the jammer’s duty cycle level at the equilibrium. We observe that irrespective
of the current k used inside the packet, fRN is the minimum when the jammer is always-on, i.e., djammer =
100%. This is expected from the fRN equation since the jammer can now detect and jam all packets. For
high traffic rates, we observe the same payoffs for both the always-on jammer and the duty-cycled jammer
(see Figure 3.3). However, the situation is not the same for low traffic. The jammer then spends more time
idle listening to detect packets rather than actually jamming packets. Hence, as the traffic inter-arrival time
increases, the sender achieve lower payoff with higher djammer jammers, and the lowest when the jammer is
always awake. At this point, the sender achieves only a 50% payoff which maximizes the jammer’s payoff.
Thus, the MSNE suggests that regardless of the shorter lifetime, the jammer should always remain awake
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Figure 3.3: fRN for different Td from Jam-Buster analytic model
to achieve maximum payoff.
To summarize, our model shows that at the MSNE of the system, the jammer either transmits an exces-
sive amount of jamming signals, resulting in higher detectability and a very short lifetime, or the jammer
duty cycles resulting in longer lifetime but lower effectiveness. Our model shows that Jam-Buster re-
duces the overall efficiency of an intelligent jammer to an inefficient fixed-strategy always-on jammer that
jams all packets.
3.4 Implementation Details
We implemented Jam-Buster in TinyOS, and ran the experiments on Tmote Sky motes.
3.4.1 Implementing Jam-Buster
For all sensors in the network, we implemented the three components of Jam-Buster. While implement-
ing look-alike packets and random wakeups was easy, the multi-block payload required modifications to the
radio transceiver and the CC2420 driver of the Tmote Skymotes. The typical operation of a transceiver is
to check the CRC of the packet and then pass the packet to the application layer only if the CRC passes. To
enable the receiver to independently check each block, we disabled the default CRC enabling the CC2420
transceiver to pass the packet to the upper layer regardless of whether it passes or fails the CRC. The appli-
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cation layer then checks individual blocks inside a packet for interference.
3.4.2 Implementing the Reactive Jammer
A reactive jammer transmits its jamming signal upon detecting an ongoing transmission. In the default
setting, the CC2420 transceiver backs off its transmission when it finds a busy channel using a mecha-
nism called clear channel assessment (CCA). While implementing our reactive jammer, to ensure that the
jamming signal interferes with the ongoing packet, the jammer turns off its default CCA. Furthermore, the
jammer must start transmitting very fast to ensure that the jamming signal coincides with the ongoing data
transmission. We observed that transmitting a packet is a two-step process. At first, the CC2420 transceiver
loads the packet inside its TXFIFO. Then, the transceiver starts transmitting the packet onto the radio chan-
nel. From our experiments, we observed that loading a packet requires around 3−4 msec. Within this time,
the ongoing packet transmission is over. To avoid this delay due to loading time, we preload the TXFIFO
with a jamming packet. The CC2420 chip starts transmitting the packet as soon as it detects an ongoing
transmission by calling the CC2420Transmit.resend(FALSE) function.
The reactive jammer listens to the channel for an SFD to detect an ongoing transmission. We implement
the detection by attaching an interrupt to the SFD pin of the CC2420 chip on the jammer. It is important
to stop the SFD interrupt on the SFD of the jamming signal. We implemented two jammers: jam-1 which
sends 1 pulse when it detects a packet, and jam-2 which sends 2 back-to-back jamming pulses to jam a
packet. Due to hardware constraints, there is 11 bytes of unjammed data between the 2 pulses of jam-2.
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation is to show that Jam-Buster can successfully improve the jam resilience of
wireless sensor networks: (1) by forcing any jammer to transmit more jamming signals enabling faster
jammer detection, and (2) by forcing an energy-constrained jammer to spend more energy jamming and
thus bust the jammer. In both cases, the increased transmissions by the jammer facilitate the nodes faster
detection of the jammer. Our evaluation also proves the feasibility of our proposed solutions by showing
that Jam-Buster incurs only minimal overhead when there is no jammer in the system.
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3.5.1 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate Jam-Buster’s effectiveness against two types of jammers: an always-on jammer and a duty-
cycled jammer. We use the average unjammed bytes per packet, DATAunjammed to evaluate Jam-Buster’s
effectiveness. We also use time-average unjammed bytes, fRN to capture the overall effectiveness of the
senders and the jammer given their energy constraints. For both metrics, a high value represents better
jam-resilience of the system, while a low value represents a more effective jammer.
For an energy-constraint jammer, we use time-average unjammed bytes, fRN to capture the overall ef-
fectiveness of the senders and the jammer given their energy constraints. Similar to DATAunjammed, a high
fRN indicates Jam-Buster’s effectiveness while a low fRN indicates the jammer’s effectiveness. To cap-
ture the effect of relative battery levels of the jammer and the sender, x using our experiments, we evaluate
ratio of the battery exhaustion rate of the jammer to the sender, life. When x = 1, life represents
the relative lifetime of each sender compared to the jammer. A high life indicates the Jam-Buster’s
effectiveness in exhausting the jammer’s energy resources.
3.5.2 Network Setup and Traffic Scenario
Our network is a single hop network with multiple senders sending CBR traffic to a sink, and one jammer.
We varied the CBR inter-arrival times starting from 5 sec to 30 sec in steps of 5 sec. All senders
wakeup randomly maintaining a 1% duty cycle. We vary the jammer’s duty cycle from 100% to 0% in
steps of 25%. While 100% duty cycle means that the jammer is always awake and thus can detect and
jam all packets, 0% duty cycle means that the jammer is never awake representing a no jammer scenario.
To capture the effect of jamming signal length, we evaluate our system with jam-1 and jam-2 jammers.
In our evaluations, k = 1 represents the scenario when the nodes have no defense against the jammer,
and krand represents Jam-Buster with nodes running multi-block payload with equal probabilities for
all blocks, 1 to 7. Finally, kopt represents the optimal scenario, where each node has the exact knowledge
about the jammer’s strategy, and thus can choose the optimal number of blocks for each packet to achieve
maximum throughput. We want to emphasize that kopt is not a feasible scenario with smart jammers, and is
determined in this case using extensive experimentations. The results in this section are obtained from the
average of 5 runs, where we ran each experimental setup for 30 minutes.
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Figure 3.4: Unjammed bytes per packet with always-on jammer
3.5.3 Jam-Buster vs. Always-on Jammer
Our goal is to show that Jam-Buster improves jam-resilience against an always-on jammer by increasing
DATAunjammed for the senders and thus by forcing the jammer to transmit more jamming signals to disrupt
an entire packet.
With no defense against the jammer, packets are extremely vulnerable to jamming. Even with short
jamming signals such as jam-1, the jammer can disrupt 100% of the packets (see Figure 3.4). However,
when Jam-Buster is used, the receiver can successfully receive 44% of the packets. Even when the
jammer increases its jamming signals and uses jam-2, the receiver can still retrieve 16% of the packet. By
comparing k = 1 and krand for no jammer, we can see that Jam-Buster achieves this high resilience by
incurring only 9% overhead due to additional CRCs. Essentially, this results in lower effectiveness of the
jammer. With jam-1 and jam-2, the jammer now can only jam 56% and 84% of the packets indicating
that if the jammer wants to disrupt the entire packet, the jammer needs to send even more jamming pulses
per packet. Such high transmissions from the jammer eventually leads to a very fast jammer detection.
3.5.4 Jam-Buster vs. Duty-cycled Jammers
Our goal is to show that Jam-Buster exhausts the jammer’s energy at a rate such that the jammer is either
very short-lived or not effective at all. All the results in this section are for a jam-1 jammer.
Figure 3.5 shows the average unjammed bytes received while capturing the effect of the jammer’s failure
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Figure 3.5: Unjammed bytes per packet with duty-cycled jam-1 jammer
to detect packets when it is asleep due to duty cycling. Essentially, this represents fRN in the model. The
jammer’s failure to detect and jam packets is obvious from the fact that the receiver successfully receives
72%, 46% and 14% of the packets when the jammer is following 75%, 50% and 25% duty cycles respec-
tively (see Figure 3.5). With Jam-Buster, the receiver receives even more data: 82%, 72%, 64% and 45%
of the packets respectively. Essentially, this indicates Jam-Buster’s success in eliminating predictability.
Essentially, the energy exhaustion ratio, life depends on the number of senders, n and CBR inter-
arrival time, tCBR. We observed a linear increase in life as percentage of duty cycle increases since the
jammer spends more time idle listening. The high idle listening cost of the jammer dominates the impact
of the increased transmission cost at high values of n. As a result, we did not observe any change in life
for the different node density (Figure omitted due to space constraints). However, with lower traffic, we
observed significant increase in life, a 275% increase from CBR-5 to CBR-30. As traffic becomes low,
the jammer spends more of its battery looking for packets than actually jamming the packets.
To evaluate Jam-Buster’s effectiveness, we considered jammers with different battery levels, x. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the time-average unjammed bytes for CBR-30 for different battery levels of the jammer. For
both the cases, we observe that the duty cycle does not matter for x = 1. Nodes have the same time-average
unjammed bytes. This is because of the relative lifetime. At low duty cycles, the jammer lives long but
detects fewer packets during its lifetime. On the other hand, at high duty cycles, the jammer has a shorter
lifetime, but detects more packets while it is alive. When averaged out, the jammer jams the same number
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Figure 3.6: Time-average unjammed bytes per packet for CBR-30
of bytes. As a overall effect, the receiver receives data as if there was no jammer in the system. As x in-
creases, the jammer lives longer, detecting more packets during its lifetime, thus reducing the time-average.
However, the receiver still receives huge amount of data. Even with a 20 times larger battery, the sender
still can receive 71% of the packets. With a jammer having 50 times more energy, the jammer is like an
always-on jammer. We can see that the jammer has a trade-off. With 20 times battery, the jammer will do
50% duty cycle as it begets the same benefit as an always-on jammer, but has slower detection. For even
more higher battery levels, if the jammer chooses to jam always, it becomes easily detected.
3.6 Conclusions
The contribution of this work is the design of Jam-Buster [13, 12], a novel approach to defend against the
cheap yet undetectable jammer in WSN. By hiding the otherwise exposed schedule and traffic information,
the entire neighborhood appears as a single entity to the jammer and prevents the jammer from achieving
selective jamming. Essentially, the neighbors attack the jammer and force the jammer to transmit more
jamming signals to achieve effective jamming. As the density increases, the jammer needs to attack more
nodes to be effective. More transmissions from the jammer forces more energy consumption for the jammer
and eventually results in faster detection of the jammer, essentially busting an energy-constraint jammer.
One application area of Jam-Buster is detection networks in remote areas, such as at border cross-
ing [1, 2] or in poaching detection [4, 3] or in illegal logging detection. In these applications, sensor nodes
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are deployed to monitor a large area for intruders and to alert the system if they detect any. To prevent
detection, it is important for the intruders to carry jammers to jam these alert messages. However, the
jamming signals themselves expose the jammer’s location by causing increased packet loss. Hence, in this
situation, it is only logical for the intruders to deploy a number of jamming decoys, for example mounted on
wild animals, to confuse the monitor system of the actual intruder’s location. When these decoys jam using
sophisticated energy-saving techniques, they can be long-lived and substantially compromise the effective-
ness of a remote monitoring system. Because both networks operate in remote areas, both normal users and
jammers alike must carry their energy sources into the operating environment, and hence both face limited
battery resources. Here, note that the jammers could use bigger batteries than the monitor nodes. However,
in our approach, even with larger batteries, long-lived jamming cannot exist, forcing such adversaries to
quickly exhaust their energy.
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Chapter 4
Anycast to Reduce Delay in Dense Networks
Redundancy offers opportunities to improve the delay performance in duty-cycled networks. In dense net-
works, multiple nodes having similar routing metrics are often present within the transmission range of the
sender. Essentially, the sender can choose any of these nodes to forward its data packets towards the sink.
In an asynchronous duty-cycled network, these options provide an opportunity to the sender to reduce the
sleep latency at each hop by forwarding its data packet to the next hop node that wakes up the soonest. Our
research reveals that enabling MAC-layer anycast is a generic low-overhead technique. We propose Any-
MAC, an extension that can be applied to any existing asynchronous MAC by using small modifications
to enable anycast. Our evaluations show that the adapted protocols experience significant improvements in
energy and delay.
4.1 Challenges for Reducing Delay
Delay in a duty-cycled network occurs when the sender waits for its next hop node to be awake. In a multi-
hop scenario, the delay accumulates at each hop since each node along the path towards the destination must
wait for its next hop node to be awake. For example (as seen in Figure 4.1), when sensor A transmits a data
packet to the destination D along the path A → B → C → D, delay accumulates as the nodes experience
sleep latency at each of the three hops along the path towards the destination. The negative effect on
delay performance deteriorates even more in dense networks as the traffic generation rate increases and the
network gets saturated. Sleep latency is directly related to the period of the receiver’s duty cycle. As the
nodes sleep more and so save more energy, the sender must wait longer for the receiver to be awake [64,
89, 90]. The challenge to efficient communication in duty-cycled networks is to balance this energy-delay
trade-off.
The most effective way to reduce the delay due to sleep latency is to carefully stagger the awake times
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Figure 4.1: Delay accumulation at each hop due to sleep latency
of all nodes along the path towards the destination [51, 29, 74]. As a result, the sender at each hop no longer
needs to wait for its next hop node to be awake. However, in a realistic network with unavoidable clock
drifts and occasional path changes, the sensors end up expending excessive energy arranging the wakeup
schedules of the next hop nodes, thus rendering such solutions to be in-efficient for large networks with
diverse traffic patterns.
In response, anycast1-based solutions [61, 94, 95, 49, 77, 33] are proposed that do not synchronize
the awake times at all, rather exploit the path redundancy (i.e., multiple next hop nodes) available in the
network to opportunistically reduce the sleep latency. Typically, sensor nodes are densely deployed (with
sensor density as high as 20 sensors per m2 [27]) to ensure fault tolerance and reliability of communication.
This leads to multiple nodes having similar routing metric to be present within the transmission range of
the sender. Essentially, the sender can anycast i.e, choose any of these nodes to forward its data packets
towards the sink. In a dense duty-cycled network, these multiple next hop nodes provide an opportunity to
the sender at each hop to reduce the sleep latency by forwarding its data packet to the next hop node that
wakes up the soonest.
The goal of any MAC-layer anycast protocol is to exploit the inherent redundancy in the network to
improve the performance by allowing the sender to opportunistically forward its data packets to the best
next hop node (according to some metric: e.g., reliability, packet delivery ratio (PDR), latency,distance etc.).
MAC-layer Anycast [25] and ExOR [43] are the two early anycast MAC protocols designed to improve the
reliability in a wireless adhoc network by opportunistically forwarding the data along the path having the
best PDR. Latter, anycast protocols [61, 94, 95, 49, 77, 33] were proposed specifically to reduce the sleep
latency in duty-cycled networks. In these protocols, at each hop, the sender opportunistically forwards its
data packets to the best next hop node (according to some routing metric) that wakes up the soonest. The
challenge for these protocols is to identify the best next hop node with minimal overhead. While some
protocols periodically exchange information between neighbors to enable the sender to choose the best next
1By anycast we refer to MAC-layer anycast (i.e., anycast to the one hop neighbors), not end-to-end anycast.
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hop node when necessary [61], other protocols actively probe the neighborhood before a data transmission
and selects the best next hop node according to receivers response to the probes [94, 95, 49, 77, 33].
In synchronization-based MAC-layer anycast protocol (e.g.,RAW [61]), the nodes broadcast their sched-
ule and location information (obtained from GPS) using beacon packets each time they wake up. Since the
sender has all up-to-date information necessary to choose the best next hop node, the sender can easily
choose the neighbor that wakes up the soonest and progresses the data towards the destination (i.e. has a
better routing metric than the senders routing metric). However, the exchange of schedule information by
the RAW nodes is not data-driven. Thus, RAW incurs very high synchronization overhead. At low traf-
fic, this overhead may even dominate the total energy consumption making synchronization-based anycast
protocols suitable for only high traffic scenario.
In probing-based MAC-layer anycast protocols (e.g., GeRaF [94, 95], CMAC [49], A2 -MAC [77],
CBF [33]), the senders have no information about the wakeup schedules of their neighbors. Instead, the
sender systematically probes the awake neighbors with RTS packets and then detects the best next hop node
from the CTS replies from its awake neighbors. The GeRaF sender transmits different RTS packets for the
different priority next hop nodes. The sender starts searching the subregion closest to the destination, and
then proceeds to search the next subregion (which is second closest to the destination) if no awake node is
detected in the first subregion. The search continues until either the sender detects an awake receiver in the
current subregion or the sender has exhausted all of the subregions and detected no awake neighbors at all.
In the end, GeRaF requires multiple RTS messages in multiple rounds to systematically search the different
subregions to identify the current best next hop node (if there is any). The multiple RTS messages not only
incur a high control overhead for GeRaF nodes, but the multiple rounds also take a long time to complete the
best next hop node selection process in GeRaF. Moreover, the greedy geo-forwarding in GeRaF often end
up taking a longer route or a more power consuming path than the optimal route, causing the nodes to have
increased end-to-end delay and energy overhead. To reduce the number of control messages exchanged
in the best next hop node selection process, CMAC probes the neighborhood with a single RTS packet.
In CMAC, the order of the CTS replies from the awake neighbors reflects their corresponding priorities
(according to some routing metric) as next hop forwarder. While the different priority neighbors reply at
different CTS slots, the same priority neighbors reply at randomly chosen minislots within the same CTS
slot. Although the reduced number of RTS packets lowers the control overhead of CMAC compared to
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GeRaF, CMAC still requires a long time to complete its best next hop node selection process. The time
actually depends on the number and the length of CTS slots and minislots. As the number of CTS slots
and minislots increase, CMAC becomes more effective in determining the absolute best next hop node.
However, more CTS slots and minislots reduce the efficiency of the protocol by increasing the entire time
required to complete the best next hop node selection process. In response, A2 -MAC and CBF focuses
on reducing the total time required to complete the best next hop node selection process. A2 -MAC and
CBF achieve this goal by limiting the next hop nodes (according to some routing metric) that can reply to
an RTS probe and thus can be chosen as the next hop forwarder. With the limited forwarder set, the sender
chooses the first node that replies with a CTS to be the next hop forwarder. Although the A2 -MAC and CBF
senders have faster best next hop node selection process, the fast selection process is achieved at the cost
of high overhead for constructing and maintaining an optimal forwarding set [22]. Moreover, the limited
number of nodes in the forwarding set curbs the opportunity of improving delay by exploiting redundancy.
For all the probing-based anycast protocols, during the time the sender probes the channel to select the best
next hop node, the sender essentially captures the channel. The other nodes must wait until they find a
free channel. Due to this long capture time, delay increases. The delay aggravates as the traffic load in the
network increases, rendering the probing- based protocols suitable only for low traffic scenario.
Given the diversity of traffic expected in wireless sensor networks, we take an alternative approach to
reduce the sleep latency of a duty-cycled network using anycast. Instead of designing a new anycast-based
solution for diverse traffic, we propose a novel anycast layer extension for existing MAC protocols. Our so-
lution, Any-MAC, is a generic, simple and low overhead extension that can be applied to any asynchronous
MAC protocol to enable anycast. Since Any-MAC decouples anycast from the underlying MAC protocol,
Any-MAC can extend any MAC protocol without changing the protocol behavior. The benefit of the decou-
pled anycast layer is that: when Any-MAC extends a duty-cycled MAC protocol suitable for diverse traffic,
then the Any-MAC extended MAC protocol is the “anycast-based MAC solution for diverse traffic” with an
improved delay performance.
4.2 Any-MAC
Any-MAC is a generic extension which can be applied to any existing asynchronous MAC protocol (we
refer to the protocol to be extended by Any-MAC as base protocol) to enable anycast. The extended protocol
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preserves the base protocol behavior. Due to the simplicity and the generic nature of Any-MAC extension,
Any-MAC can easily extend any asynchronous MAC protocol that is appropriate for a specific application
and network scenario, and thus can provide a MAC protocol appropriate for that particular scenario with
improved delay performance.
The basic idea of Any-MAC is simple. When a sender has multiple next hop options and these next hop
nodes wake up at different times, the sender can reduce its sleep latency by forwarding its data packet to
the next hop node that wakes up the soonest. We refer to this node as the best next hop node. Any-MAC
determines the best next hop node according to the following two criteria (with decreasing priority):
• C1: The node that has the lowest routing cost.
• C2: The node that wakes up the soonest.
As the best next hop node, Any-MAC chooses the node with the lowest routing cost that wakes up the
earliest (supporting lower cost is future works). If multiple nodes have the same routing cost, any of them
can be chosen as the best next hop node. In this case, Any-MAC chooses one of the nodes randomly. Once
the Any-MAC extension chooses the best next hop node, the base protocol considers the selected node as
the receiver for that particular hop and then forwards the data packets towards this best next hop node.
4.2.1 Interaction with Routing Layer
In order to determine the best next hop node, the Any-MAC sender must know about its multiple next hop
options. The routing protocol above the anycast layer provides the Any-MAC sender with this information.
(e.g., node id, routing metric etc.) about its multiple next hop nodes. To avoid routing loops, the routing
protocol enlists a neighbor N to be the next hop node of sender S only if N has a lower routing cost than
the sender S and thus is capable of progressing the data towards the destination. In a very dense network,
a sender can have many neighbors that can progress the data towards the destination. In such cases, Any-
MAC enlists only k such eligible next hop nodes that are superior to the others according to some routing
metric (e.g., latency, energy, PDR etc.). The reason for limiting the next hop nodes is to limit the contention
in the network as well as to keep the overhead limited. When k = 1, Any-MAC extended MAC protocols
work exactly like their base MAC protocol.
Our current Any-MAC extension considers the number of hops as the routing metric and enlists only k
next hop options that have the best (and same) routing metric value.
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4.2.2 Any-MAC Details
The goal of Any-MAC is to choose the best next hop node2 among the multiple next hop options to be
the forwarder. To define the problem formally, consider a scenario where the sender S has k next hop
nodes N1, N2, ..., Nk . At a particular time t, these k next hop nodes wake up after w1, w2, ..., wk time units
respectively. The goal of Any-MAC is to find the best next hop node N∗ = Ni of S at time t such that Ni
wakes up the soonest (i.e., wi = min(w1, w2, ..., wk)).
We propose two generic anycast extension techniques: one synchronization-based and one probing-
based. The choice of the actual extension technique however depends on the base MAC protocol (the details
on the MAC are discussed in section 4.2.3).
Synchronization-based Any-MAC Extension
The precondition for adopting this extension is that the sender knows the wakeup times of its neighbors. At
time t, the sender knows that its k next hop nodes will be awake after w1, w2, ..., wk time units respectively.
With wakeup information available, if the sender has data to send at time t, the sender waits for (wi − t)
time (where wi = min(w1, w2, ..., wk)), and then sends its data packets.
Probing-based Any-MAC Extension
The precondition for adopting the probing-based extension is that the sender has no knowledge about the
wakeup times of its neighbors. The Any-MAC sender sends anycast probes, each of which enlists multiple
next hop nodes inside the probe packet. Any next hop node that receives the packet will accept the packet and
then contend for being the next hop node. To avoid ACK collisions from multiple receivers, the receivers of
the anycast probe packet adopt a slotted ACK mechanism (see Figure 4.2). The time after the probe packet
is considered to be divided into slots. Each slot is long enough to hold one ACK packet. Each receiver
schedule their ACK transmissions in their respective ACK slots. Since we only consider next hop nodes
with the same routing cost, all receivers have the same priority. Thus, the receivers choose their respective
slots randomly. This slotted ACK mechanism also allows the sender to determine the next hop forwarder
node in a distributed fashion. In this scheme, any receiver that detects a busy channel assumes that an ACK
transmission from a higher priority next hop node is in progress and thus refrains from sending its ACK and
2By best next hop node, here we refer to the node that has the best routing metric among all the awake nodes.
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Figure 4.2: Slotted ACK mechanism for MAC-layer anycast
drops the data packet. Thus, the first next hop node that sends back the ACK will be the node that forwards
the data packet.
4.2.3 Scope of Any-MAC
Any-MAC can successfully reduce the sleep latency in a duty-cycled network, given the network holds the
following two conditions:
• A1: Different nodes wake up at different times.
• A2: The sender has multiple next hop options.
It is obvious that Any-MAC offers the most benefit when the wakeup times of the next hop nodes are
completely random and each node along the path has multiple next hop options. However, these conditions
are not strict. Any-MAC can still improve sleep latency as long as the next hop nodes are not completely
synchronized and at least one forwarder along the path has more than one next hop options. Thus, the
asynchronous MAC protocols [30, 75, 64, 20, 83, 10] for WSN are the appropriate candidates for exploiting
redundancy to improve delay. The actual extension to enable anycast however depends on the mechanism
that the MAC protocol uses to determine whether the next hop node is awake or not. Interestingly, these
coordination mechanisms are analogous to the two types of anycast extensions: synchronization-based and
probing-based.
Synchronization-based asynchronous MAC protocols [30, 75] periodically exchange schedule informa-
tion so that the sender knows exactly when each of its neighbors will wake up. For example, WiseMAC [30]
nodes broadcast their schedule message either using separate SYNC packets or by piggybacking their sched-
ule information onto data messages. RI-MAC [75] nodes broadcast beacon messages at the beginning of
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their wakeup times indicating to the sender that the next hop nodes are awake. Because of the readily avail-
able schedule information at the sender, these protocols can be easily extended using synchronization-based
anycast extension. These synchronization-based protocols can take advantage of the route level redundancy.
After the extension, the modified WiseMAC sender can easily choose the best next hop node by consulting
its neighborhood schedule table. Similarly, for the anycast-enabled RI-MAC sender, the next hop node that
sends the beacon message first is the best next hop node.
Probing-based asynchronous MAC protocols [64, 20, 83] are completely unaware of the wakeup sched-
ules of their neighbors. These protocols mainly use two different mechanisms to identify their awake re-
ceivers. First, the senders transmit long preambles before their data messages (e.g., B-MAC [64]). The long
preamble ensures that the next hop node detects channel activity when it wakes up and remains awake to
receive data packets. Given multiple next hop nodes, B-MAC cannot detect the next hop node that wakes
up the soonest since B-MAC always uses a fixed length preamble and its sleep latency does not depend
on when the next hop node actually wakes up. Second, the senders probe the channel to detect whether
its next hop node is awake or not. A reply from the awake next hop node indicates to the sender that the
receiver is awake and ready to receive data packets. For example, X-MAC [20] and SpeckMAC [83] senders
continuously probe the channel with repeated RTS and data packets respectively. Since the probing of these
protocols is similar to the probing-based anycast extension, these protocols with short probes can be easily
extended using the probing-based anycast extension. Thus the anycast-enabled X-MAC and SpeckMAC
can detect the next hop node that wakes up the soonest by probing the channel for any of the next hop nodes
instead of one.
Hybrid asynchronous protocols use both synchronization-based and probing-based mechanisms. For
example, Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM) [10, 14] uses a dynamic preamble to wake up its
receiver and uses opportunistic synchronization (schedule information piggybacked onto control messages)
to reduce the length of its preambles. However, NPM can reduce its preamble length only when recent
schedule information is available. Additionally, NPM amortizes the cost of preambling over multiple data
transmissions by enabling all nodes awakened by the preamble to send their data messages (referred to as
opportunistic sending). Since the preamble may not wake up the receivers for all senders in the neighbor-
hood (due to reasons such as the receiver being out of transmission range of the wakeup signaling node),
NPM sender probes the channel with CTRL messages in order to identify whether the receivers are awake.
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Since NPM uses both synchronization and probing, NPM can be extended using a combination of both
synchronization-based and probing-based anycast extensions. Given multiple next hop nodes, NPM can
benefit from the available redundancy in three different ways: First, multiple next hop options allow the
wakeup signaling node of NPM opportunity to reduce its sleep latency by choosing the next hop node that
wakes up the soonest as the target of the wakeup signal. Second, with multiple next hop options, NPM
sender now has higher probability of having recent wakeup schedule information about at least one of the
next hop nodes, thus increasing its opportunity to shorten the wakeup signal. Third, multiple next hop op-
tions increases the probability that a sender woken up by preamble will find an awake next hop node, thus
increasing the possibility of opportunistic sending.
To summarize, asynchronous MAC protocols where the delay depends on the exact wakeup time of
the next hop node can benefit from route level redundancy and diverse wakeup schedules of the nodes.
Depending on the MAC protocol, redundancy can provide benefits in three different ways:
• Probing-based asynchronous protocols [20, 83] can benefit from redundancy since the sender can stop
sending wakeup signals as soon as it detects any of the next hop nodes to be awake.
• Synchronization-based asynchronous protocols [30, 75] can benefit from multiple next hop options
since the sender has the opportunity to choose the best awake next hop node using its knowledge
about the neighbors’ wakeup schedules.
• Multiple next hop options increases the probability of the sender finding an awake next hop node even
when the sender sends its data opportunistically without sending a wakeup signal.
4.2.4 Example Any-MAC Extensions
It is relatively easy to augment appropriate MAC layer protocols. In order to benefit from redundancy,
MAC protocols do not need to enable anycast for all of its messages (i.e., data and control). Once the
sender identifies the next hop node that is awake with the help of anycast, the sender can directly send its
data messages to that particular next hop node without performing anycast. Since MAC protocols generally
identifies awake next hop nodes by using special control messages, we need to enable anycast for these
specific control messages of the MAC protocols.
In this section, we discuss how Any-MAC can extend X-MAC [20] using the probing-based extension
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Figure 4.3: Original X-MAC protocol
Figure 4.4: Any-MAC extended X-MAC protocol
and Neighborhood-based Power Management (NPM) [10, 14] using a combination of the synchronization-
based and the probing-based extensions to enable these protocols to exploit redundancy in the network:
• The augmented X-MAC protocol sends anycast wakeup signals to enable the sender to iden-
tify the next hop node that wakes up the soonest. This next hop node sends back an acknowledgement
according the slotted ACK mechanism. Once the awake next hop node is identified, the sender sends
unicast data packets to that node.
• The augmented NPM protocol sends anycast control messages during its control window
to identify whether any of its next hop options are awake. If a next hop node is awake, it sends back
an acknowledgement using the slotted ACK mechanism. The NPM sender then directly sends its
data messages to that particular next hop node during the following data window. We refer to this
Any-MAC extended NPM as npm-opp in the evaluation section.
• Before sending the wakeup signal, the augmented NPM protocol consults the neighbor schedule table
and identifies the next hop node that wakes up the soonest. The anycast preambling node
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(i.e., the node that sends the wakeup signal) then selects that particular next hop node as the target of
its wakeup signal, thus reaching the next hop node and then initiating the control window sooner. We
refer to this Any-MAC extended NPM as npm-sig in the evaluation section.
The end result of this modification is improved wakeup signaling for X-MAC, and increased use of
opportunistic sending as well as reduced wait time for NPM.
4.3 Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation is to analyze how MAC protocols for energy-constrained wireless networks can
benefit from the inherent redundancy in these dense networks. As a proof-of-concept, we added Any-MAC
anycast layer to two duty-cycled MAC protocols: X-MAC and NPM using ns-2, and analyzed their delay and
energy performance while exploiting different levels of redundancy. We chose X-MAC as a candidate for the
probing-based anycast extension, and NPM as a candidate for a combination of both the synchronization-
based and the probing-based anycast extensions. Results for the augmented X-MAC with our proposed
Any-MAC portrays how delay and energy can be reduced exploiting redundancy since anycast allows the
sender to choose the first awakened next hop node. On the other hand, results for the augmented NPM with
incorporated anycast layer Any-MAC shows how anycast improves its signaling and opportunistic sending
(explained in section 4.2.3), resulting in improved delay performance.
4.3.1 Simulation Setup
We evaluated our prototypes using ns-2 in two different network setups: an ideal setup and a realistic setup.
In the ideal setup, each node along the path towards the destination has multiple next hop options and the
wakeup times of the next hop nodes at each hop are equally spaced. Since, the ideal setup strictly satisfies
A1 and A2 (as described in section 4.2.3), simulation results in this setup shows the maximum benefit
achievable from Any-MAC anycast layer by exploiting redundancy. In contrast, in the realistic setup, all
nodes along the path towards the destination may not have the same number of next hop nodes (some may
even have 1 next hop option) and the wakeup times of the nodes are random (wakeup times of some next
hop nodes may be clustered). Since, the realistic setup loosely satisfies A1 and A2, simulation results in this
setup shows the average case benefit achievable from Any-MAC anycast layer.
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Figure 4.5: Redundancy in simple network (Ideal setup)
In our simulations, the ideal setup consists of 5 nodes with 1 source node, 1 sink node and 3 intermediate
nodes acting as the next hop options for the source node. (Figure 4.5 shows the simple network used for our
simulations). The wakeup times of the 3 next hop nodes are equally spaced to ensure maximum diversity
of the wakeup schedules. Our simulation setup consists of 100 nodes in a grid setup with 1 sink node and
99 source nodes. The wakeup times of all nodes are chosen from a uniform random distribution. To make it
more real, we capture the effect of clock drifts by introducing a clock drift of 100 ppm (parts per million)
at each node. In our simulations, we space the nodes at 140 meter distance from each other. Thus, a node
(with 250 meter transmission range) can have a maximum of 8 neighbors. We limit the maximum number
of next hop nodes that a node can have is only limited to 3. This is because all neighbors of a node can not
progress (have a lower routing metric) its data towards the sink. Essentially, the exact number of next hop
nodes available to a node depends on the node’s location in the grid and its distance to the sink. Figure 4.6
shows the number of next hop nodes available at each node for a 25 node grid network (for clarity of the
figure, we use a 25 node network) with similar setup. Note that, in our simulations we use a larger network
with 100 nodes.
Each node in the network (both ideal and realistic setup) wakes up periodically maintaining a 100
msec wakeup period. During each wakeup period, the X-MAC nodes remain awake for 2 msec, whereas
the NPM nodes remain awake for 1 msec. The reason for the longer awake time of X-MAC lies in its
signaling mechanism. Since X-MAC senders wait long enough to receive acknowledgement packets after
their signals, the X-MAC receivers must listen to the channel for longer time while they are awake to detect
signals directed towards themselves [11]. The other protocol specific parameters used in our simulations are
listed in Table 4.1.
We used CBR traffic (typical for environment monitoring applications) to evaluate effectiveness of Any-
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Figure 4.6: Redundancy in a 5× 5 grid network (Realistic setup)
Control window 30 msec
Data window 600 msec
Guard time around wakeup signal 2 msec
Refresh timer for neighbor schedule table 60 msec
Immediate timer 10 msec
Table 4.1: NPM parameter values
MAC at different load conditions. By varying the inter-arrival time between successive CBR packets from
600 sec to 5 sec, we simulated the different load conditions in the network (we show only the results
from 250 sec to 5 sec for better visual representation of the graphs). Thus, in our simulations, an inter-
arrival time of 600 sec represents a low load scenario, whereas a 5 sec inter-arrival represents a high
load scenario. Our simulations use shortest path routing protocol to forward the packets from a particular
source to the sink. Thus, the forwarding set of an Any-MAC node consists of those next hop nodes that can
route the data using the fewest hops. We vary the size of the forwarder set k from 1 to 2 to 3 to evaluate
the effectiveness of the Any-MAC anycast layer given different levels of redundancy. With k = 1, the
Any-MAC extended protocols act as their original version of the protocols that do not exploit redundancy.
4.3.2 Evaluation Metric
We compared the delay and energy performances of each baseline protocol, X-MAC and NPM, with its
Any-MAC extended version, xmac-k and npm-k (here, k represents the size of the forwarding set, with
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Voltage 3.0 V
Transmission power (Ptx) 17.4mW
Reception power (Prx) 18.8mW
Idle power (Pi) 1mW
Sleep power (Ps) 0.1mW
Table 4.2: Power profile of CC2420
k = 1 representing the original baseline protocol without anycast). The comparison shows the effectiveness
of Any-MAC in opportunistically improving the delay and energy performance of an asynchronous MAC
protocol by exploiting route level redundancy.
We use delay per hop as the metric for comparing delay performances. Delay per hop captures the
sleep latency of the sender at each hop, and thus indicates the effectiveness of the Any-MAC anycast layer.
In addition to reflecting the sleep latency, delay per hop also captures the network’s ability to handle high
traffic scenario. To better reflect the ability of the network to handle network saturation, we used delivery
ratio as an additional metric.
We use energy per bit as the metric for comparing the energy performance across different traffic genera-
tion rates. Energy per bit captures the control overhead as well as the data overhead incurred for transmitting
one data bit, and thus indicates the efficiency of the Any-MAC anycast layer. In our simulations, we used
the power characteristics of CC2420 radio transceiver to calculate the total energy consumption.
4.3.3 Results in an Ideal Setup
In the ideal setup, with 2 next hop nodes in the forwarder set (i.e., k = 2), Any-MAC extended X-MAC
(xmac-2) observes a 34% reduction (see Figure 4.7) in average delay per hop compared to the original X-
MAC protocol without anycast (xmac-1). When the size of the forwarder set is further increased to k = 3,
xmac-3 observes an additional 20% improvement in average delay per hop over xmac-2. Thus, more
next hop options provide Any-MAC with higher opportunity to improve delay. However, the percentage of
improvement diminishes as the number of next hop options increases (as seen in Figure 4.7). In the end, the
delay trend for Any-MAC in an ideal setup closely tracks the expected n-fold improvement in sleep latency
when the sender has n next hop options. In addition to improvement in delay, Any-MAC extended X-MAC
also observes similar improvement in energy. The energy consumption reduces as Any-MAC reduces the
number of wakeup signals to be sent by the sender in the process of reducing its delay.
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Figure 4.7: Delay for Any-MAC extended X-MAC: Ideal setup
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Figure 4.8: Delay for Any-MAC extended XMAC:
Realistic setup
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Figure 4.9: Energy for Any-MAC extended XMAC:
Realistic setup
4.3.4 Results in a Realistic Setup
In the realistic setup, different senders can have different maximum numbers of next hop options, m (ranging
from 1 to 3) depending upon its position on the grid. As we vary the size of the forwarder set k = (1, 2, 3),
a sender with m maximum next hop nodes can effectively take advantage of min(k,m) next hop nodes.
Results for Any-MAC extended X-MAC
With 2 next hop nodes in the forwarder set, xmac-2 achieves a 33% improvement (see Figure 4.8) in
average delay per hop compared to xmac-1. However, as we further increase the size of the forwarder
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Figure 4.10: Delivery ratio for Any-MAC extended X-MAC: Realistic setup
set (k = 3), xmac-3 observes only an 8% additional improvement over xmac-2. The lower percentage
improvement of xmac-3 over xmac-2 in the realistic setup compared to the ideal setup arises from the
fact that in the realistic setup, not all senders in the network have 3 possible next hop nodes. However,
almost all senders in the network have at least 2 possible next hop nodes (as illustrated in Figure 4.6). Thus,
with a forwarder set of size k = 2, the senders can almost always take advantage of the 2 next hop nodes. In
contrast, with a forwarder set of size k = 3, the senders can rarely take advantage of all 3 next hop nodes.
Thus, xmac-3 shows only marginal improvement over xmac-2. By reducing the the number of wakeup
signals, Any-MAC extended X-MAC also achieves similar energy improvement (see Figure 4.9) as delay,
with the increased number of next hop nodes.
An added advantage of the reduced delay in Any-MAC extended X-MAC is that the extended protocol
can better handle high traffic. As the size of the forwarder set k increases, Any-MAC allows the senders to
send their data packets faster through the network so that queues only build up at a relatively higher traffic
rate. Thus, Any-MAC extended X-MAC enjoys a better delivery ratio (see Figure 4.10) even at high traffic
scenario.
Results for Any-MAC extended NPM
As explained in Section 4.2.4, we implemented two Any-MAC extensions to NPM. First, npm-opp enables
anycast for the control messages of NPM using probing-based anycast extension so that the extended NPM
can gain benefits from increased possibility of opportunistic sending. Second, npm-opp+sig enables
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Figure 4.12: Energy for Any-MAC extended NPM:
Realistic setup
anycasting for the wakeup signals of NPM using synchronization-based anycast extension in addition to
having anycast control messages to gain both reduced wait times and increased opportunistic sending.
With npm-opp, we observed a 12% improvement in delay (see Figure 4.11) when k increases from 1
to 2. With more next hop options, npm-opp-2 has higher probability of finding an awake next hop node
than the original NPM without anycast (npm-1). Since the data sent opportunistically no longer needs to
wait for a wakeup signal, npm-opp-2 reduces the delay as it increases opportunistic sending in NPM. In
addition to delay improvement, npm-opp also achieves similar improvement in energy (see Figure 4.12)
since more opportunistic sending reduces the number of control packets to be exchanged between the nodes.
Like X-MAC, the improvement from npm-opp-2 to npm-opp-3 is minimal.
With npm-opp+sig, we observed even higher delay improvements (see Figure 4.11), a 6% improve-
ment over npm-opp and a 26% improvement over npm. In addition to improving the opportunistic sending
with the npm-opp component, the npm-sig component enhances the wakeup signaling of NPM. With
more next hop options, the npm-sig component has a higher probability of having recent information
about at least one of its next hop options. Thus, npm-opp+sig reduces the number of times senders use
full length preambles. By reducing the number of expensive full preambles, npm-opp+sig nodes observe
relatively better energy improvements (see Figure 4.12) than npm-opp.
Thus, to summarize, by exploiting the inherent redundancy in WSNs, MAC protocols can effectively
improve delay by enabling anycast. The energy improvement observed along with the delay improvements
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indicates that Any-MAC extension incurs only minimal overhead. Our evaluations show that by using just
one additional next hop node, Any-MAC extended protocols can gain promising improvements.
4.4 Conclusions and Future Directions
The contribution of this work is the design of Any-MAC [16, 15], a generic and low overhead anycast
extension that exploits redundancy to improve delay of existing asynchronous MAC protocols. Any-MAC
decouples the anycast component from the MAC protocol and allows any asynchronous MAC to enable
anycast while still being appropriate for a particular network and application scenario. Our evaluations
show that by leveraging the redundancy in dense networks and using just one additional next hop node,
Any-MAC extended protocols can gain promising improvements in delay as well as energy.
Our current prototype works with shortest path routing protocol and hence uses only those nodes that
require the fewest hops to reach the destination. Due to this restricted choice of the next hop nodes, the
current Any-MAC prototype has limited opportunity to take advantage of the redundancy in the network.
Any-MAC can be extended to take advantage of the suboptimal paths in the networks to enable further
reduction in delay.
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Chapter 5
Opportunistic AP Discovery in Dense
Networks
In a dense WLAN, as more and more devices associate to an access point (AP) in the network, contention
and collisions increase, with the predictable result of poor performance. An interesting and even more
devastating problem arises even before the devices have associated with an AP. Our traces of many dense
wireless networks revealed that over 40% of the traffic was a result of AP probes. Essentially, the simple
act of scanning for available APs in dense networks brings the network to its knees. Instead of fighting
with the density problem, we propose to improve performance by leveraging the available density. We have
designed Dynamic Opportunistic Probing (Dynamo-Probing), an incrementally deployable solution that
reduces the impact of AP probing through neighborhood collaboration in dense networks, but still provides
timely discovery in sparse networks. The design of Dynamo-Probing is based on the fact that the scanning
results of two nearby devices is likely to result in a high number of redundant discoveries. Dynamo-Probing
exploits these similar fingerprints by introducing a novel AP scanning mode, Opportunistic Scanning (Opp-
Scan). Essentially, by using Opp-Scan in a dense network, devices can discover most of their nearby APs
simply by overhearing the responses from ongoing scans initiated by nearby neighbors without having to
send any of their own probes. By monitoring on-going probing, Dynamo-Probing effectively manages the
transitions between active and opportunistic scanning, resulting in low association delay in sparse networks
and low probing overhead in dense networks.
5.1 AP Discovery
The poor quality of communication in dense networks is due to increased contention. The common per-
ception is that if there were enough APs to support all wireless devices, contention and collisions would
be significantly reduced and the problems would go away [9, 73, 53, 40, 71]. Although there are many
solutions for load-balancing devices when multiple AP are available [42], simply adding more APs does not
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solve the problem. The main limitation of these solutions stems from the fact that they only address which
APs to associate with, not how to initially find them.
The problem in dense networks starts when devices decide to join a network and so actively search each
channel with probe packets to obtain nearby AP information [55]. To understand the impact of scanning
on dense networks, it is first necessary to delve into the actual scanning methods used by today’s wireless
devices. The goal of scanning is to discover the best AP in its wireless neighborhood. Without any other
knowledge of network usage, “best” is typically defined as the nearby AP with the highest signal strength.
Other metrics, like packet loss or delay, can also be used to decide when a device should start searching
for a better AP. Most current devices start probing after the same packet has to be retransmitted three times,
which indicates a “bad” channel. However and whenever a device decides to search for a new AP, the device
must scan all wireless channels to gather current information about all nearby APs. Since the best scanning
method depends on the local environment and the behavior of the device, various scanning modes have been
proposed in the IEEE standards to support AP discovery in mobile environments. The effectiveness of these
scanning modes can be evaluated by considering two metrics: the latency to acquire information about all
nearby APs and the overhead incurred due to exchanging control packets to gather such information.
In this section, we discuss how the existing scanning solutions behave in dense networks. We start with
the relevant details of the IEEE 802.11 AP scanning modes and improvements proposed in the literature.
Finally, we discuss the actual scanning algorithms implemented in existing wireless device drivers.
5.1.1 IEEE 802.11 Scanning Modes
The IEEE 802.11 standard supports two scanning modes: passive scanning and active scanning [55]. Passive
scanning is enabled by the periodic transmission of broadcast beacons by all active APs. Nearby wireless
hosts can then passively obtain AP information by simply listening for these beacons. Although this ap-
proach has very low bandwidth overhead, a device must dwell in each channel long enough (100 - 200 ms)
to ensure that it receives beacons from all existing APs on that channel. Since a device needs to scan all
channels before selecting the best AP, the resultant discovery latency is typically too high for mobile device
handoffs.
To reduce discovery latency, the IEEE standard proposes active scanning (see Figure 5.1). Devices
accelerate the scanning process by actively probing each channel and collecting information from probe
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Figure 5.1: Active scanning process per channel
responses unicast back from nearby APs. To prevent probe collisions with ongoing transmissions, each
device uses the underlying 802.11 mechanisms to scan the channel and avoid collisions. Essentially, each
device listens for a DCF Interframe Space (DIFS), which is called ProbeDelay in the context of scan-
ning, before sending its probe request. The actual time a device dwells in each channel is determined by
two other parameters: MinChanTime, the time a device waits for an answer on an empty channel, and
MaxChanTime, the time a device waits on a busy channel to gather responses from all APs. An effec-
tive solution must balance waiting long enough to collect all AP information on a busy channel while not
waiting too long on unused channels. Since the IEEE standard does not specify any ideal value for these
parameters, different device drivers use vendor specific values. However, it is recommended in practice to
set MinChanTime to 4 - 7ms and MaxChanTime on the order of tens of milliseconds [55].
For an empty channel, active scan discovery latency is (ProbeDelay + MinChanTime) and for a
busy channel, it is (ProbeDelay + MaxChanTime). Since the values of the active scan parameters are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the maximum beacon interval, active scan is faster than passive
scan and supports better handoffs. However, the low latency is achieved at the cost of increased overhead
due to probe exchanges. While this overhead is not significant in sparse networks, our research reveals that
these probes dominate traffic in dense networks and eventually result in network breakdown.
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5.1.2 Improved Active Scan
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to reduce network probing overhead and further
improve discovery latency to enable seamless support for delay-sensitive traffic in mobile devices. However,
none of these approaches directly address the problems associated with dense networks. By ignoring the
problem of probing and contention, some of these approaches even end up increasing the probing overhead
beyond that of the basic active scanning, resulting in increased contention.
To eliminate the probe floods expected in highly mobile networks, devices can collaborate and acquire
AP information by enabling broadcast probe responses [54, 60] instead of unicast responses. Although
proposed as an extension to 802.11, there are three functional reasons why broadcast probe responses were
not approved by IEEE [60]. First and foremost, broadcasting the probe responses results in unreliable AP
discovery since 802.11 broadcast messages are not sent reliably. Second, the proposed approach requires
changes to the APs, which is highly discouraged by the IEEE since it is not easy to deploy. Finally, all
devices, including the legacy devices, receive all broadcast probe responses, resulting in increased energy
consumption even when they are not scanning. While this energy consumption is not prohibitive, there are
always concerns about solutions that increase energy consumption. In the end, the negatives far outweighed
the positives of broadcast probe responses.
Improved association delay in dense networks would be welcome. However, it is difficult to achieve
orthogonally to solving the problem of probing and contention. In sparse networks, the key to reducing
delay for active scanning is to limit the number of scanned channels and to select appropriate values for
the scan parameters. Devices can adopt selective scanning to limit the number of channels to be scanned
(i.e., QuickWiFi [31], channel masking and AP caching [58], and Neighbor Graphs and Neighbor Prun-
ing [69, 59, 56, 57, 70]). Using channel masks, a device masks off the empty channels from the list of
channels to be scanned. Similarly, QuickWiFi only scans orthogonal channels, reducing association delay.
Although effective in sparse networks, both approaches fail to reduce scanning latency in dense networks
since there are likely APs on all available channels. Devices can further limit discovery latency by caching
adjacent AP addresses and probing only the best adjacent APs on selected channels. Since none of the
APs in a dense network is likely to provide better performance, the frequency of probing remains the same.
Finally, Neighbor Graph (NG) and NG-pruning approaches face the same problems as AP caching in dense
networks. Moreover, these solutions incur additional overhead at each device for maintaining the NG tables.
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Determining a tighter bound for maxChanTime is important to ensure improved scan latency. Tra-
ditional active scan incurs long latency in AP-dense networks since it waits on a channel until it receives
probe responses from all APs on that channel. D-Scan [80] proposes shorter values (less than 30 msec)
for maxChanTime by claiming that APs with higher signal strength typically respond to probe requests
early. While this is may be true in sparse networks, replies in dense networks get arbitrarily delayed due
to background traffic. Hence, a short maxChanTime in dense networks will only result in unsuccessful
scanning, missing most of the potential probe replies. Our experiments show that even with the regular
values for channel time parameters, most probing in dense networks results in unsuccessful scans where no
APs are found.
Finally, devices can avoid incurring scanning latency at all by pre-scanning all channels [22, 85, 23, 66]
and constantly maintaining updated information about all nearby APs. However, pre-scanning requires the
devices to scan more frequently than active scan, which incurs higher probing overhead and stresses the
dense network even more.
5.1.3 Scanning Modes in Practice
Existing wireless device drivers implement a combination of active and passive scanning, which we will call
Hybrid-Scan in the rest of this paper. In Hybrid-Scan, a device starts in passive mode and switches to active
mode as soon as its MAC protocol detects poor channel conditions, typically indicated by three unsuccessful
transmissions of a packet. While scanning, devices cache the service set identifier (SSID)s of their preferred
networks. Unlike the IEEE standard for scanning, devices scan each channel in two rounds. In the first
round, devices probe each channels to find APs in their preferred networks by embedding the SSID of one
preferred network inside a probe request and repeating this for all preferred networks. Only APs in the
preferred network respond to such targeted probes. This targeted probing continues until the device finds
a better AP in one of its preferred networks, or it has exhausted the entire list of known networks, which
may be quite long. If no good AP is found on a known network, devices start their second stage of probing
and send a broadcast probe request containing NULL SSIDs, which all APs reply to. This two-stage active
scanning is similar to AP caching, and so faces similar limitations. Essentially, devices end up sending
many targeted probes for networks that are probably not even nearby, increasing the total probing overhead,
and when they do not get any responses, end up probing for all APs, increasing overhead and delay even
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Figure 5.2: CDF of probes sent per device
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Figure 5.3: CDF of SSIDs searched per device
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Figure 5.4: CDF of probe intervals per device
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Figure 5.5: CDF of probe burst length
further.
In the end, the channel conditions in dense networks do not improve even after a successful scan and
the existing scanning results in cycles of probe storms, eventually introducing more contention into the
network. Our analysis of the traces we collected in real dense networks (described in the next section)
reveals the excessive probing problem and reinforces the need for a solution to this practical problem.
5.2 Traces of Dense Networks
Although it is well-known that 802.11 does not work well in dense networks, it is difficult to reveal the
real reasons without looking at how devices interact with APs. We collected wireless traces during IEEE
INFOCOM 2012, at two major airports with open Wi-Fi, and in large university classrooms with more
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Smartphones and tablets 255
Laptops 569
Total devices 824
Table 5.1: Distribution of devices in the INFOCOM Keynote Traces
than 200 students using the open source packet analyzer tool WireShark [26] on a Lenovo ThinkPad T410
laptop. For the INFOCOM traces, the network was very dense during the conference keynote session. We
also observed high network activity in the airport traces collected close to terminal gates right after flight
arrivals and before flight departures. The classroom setup had sufficient density to trigger similar probing
problems. Given the similarity of the traces, we only present results from the analysis for the INFOCOM
2012 keynote traces in this section.
The two hour long opening and keynote sessions of IEEE INFOCOM 2012 were held in a very large
room that was fully packed with attendees. The room was covered by three spread-out APs all operating
on the same channel with SSID=Infocom. Although this may not have been the ideal set-up, it is what
was provided by the venue. With so many devices in one space, even if the APs had been on different
channels, they still would have been overloaded and all of the devices would still have been scanning all of
the channels.
Our traces revealed that most devices initiated connection within the first five minutes of the session and
stayed until the end of the two hour long session. When we analyzed the traces, we identified 824 unique
devices within the coverage range of our monitoring laptop representing multiple types of wireless devices
(laptop, tablet, smartphone, etc.). By analyzing the unique MAC addresses, we were able to identify the
distribution of laptops vs. smartphones and tablets (see Table 5.2). This distinction is important since the
drivers in laptops use different scanning parameters than phones and tablets. Since smartphones and tablets
are expected to be more mobile than laptops, the parameters are set to scan the channels more frequently to
support seamless roaming.
During the keynote session, network discovery and connection were both very slow, and all devices ex-
perienced very poor performance. The ineffective network discovery process was highlighted in our traces,
which revealed that the majority of the packet transmissions were probe packets. Despite an expectation of
fewer probes from laptops, our traces show an unexpectedly high number of probes for all types of devices.
On average, each smartphone/tablet transmitted 373 probe requests during the session, whereas each laptop
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transmitted 227 probes (see Figure 5.2). Although excessive probing is higher in smartphones and tablets
than in laptops, probe packets from all devices dominate traffic in all of our traces.
During the keynote, the only available network was SSID=Infocom. Therefore, all devices eventually
connect to the same SSID, wasting network bandwidth that was used to probe for nonexistent networks. This
behavior can be seen by looking at the the number of unique SSIDs probed by each device (see Figure 5.3).
Since smartphones and tablets cross more networks than laptops, they typically have longer lists of known
networks than laptops and send more probes looking for APs in each round. Although, on average, the
smartphones and tablets probed for 5 SSIDs and the laptops probed for 4 SSIDs, 20% of the smartphones
and tablets probed for more than 10 different SSIDs, while only 13% of the laptops probed for such high
number of SSIDs.
Since all of the devices continually scanned, we can infer that despite finding and settling on an AP, none
of the devices were satisfied with their connectivity. The result was massive bursts of probes. Additionally,
many of the probes were sent back-to-back from a single device, with more than 50% of the probes from
the same device less than 10 ms apart (see Figure 5.4). These bursts are formed by the one-per-preferred-
network back-to-back targeted probes at the start of each scan round. The traces also reveal that 20% of
the devices start their next scan within 1 second. Figure 5.5 shows that 90% of the probe bursts were 10
packets or less, while only 20% were isolated probes.
Bringing all of this together, the cycles of probe storms is the main reason for the continuous deterio-
ration of channel conditions in dense networks. Such probe storms cannot be handled by improving active
scan (discussed in Section 5.1.2). In fact, we will next show that the solution to this problem is in leveraging
density instead of ignoring it.
5.3 Dynamo-Probing
In a dense network, the best AP for neighboring devices will likely be the same, indicating opportunities for
collaboration in acquiring AP information. Such collaboration can reduce contention in the network by re-
ducing probe storms and ultimately improving communication quality. With this in mind and in response to
the limitations of current scanning solutions, we have designed Dynamic Opportunistic Probing (Dynamo-
Probing), which is designed to leverage the active scans and similar AP fingerprints of nearby devices to
complete its scan process in dense networks, significantly reducing probing overhead and contention. How-
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ever, since collaborative opportunities are not available in sparse networks, Dynamo-Probing is designed to
adapt to the density of the network, falling back on per-device active scans in sparse networks.
In this section, we describe how Dynamo-Probing uses our novel opportunistic scanning mode, Opp-
Scan, and Dynamo-Probing’s strategy to handle dynamic changes in density.
5.3.1 Scanning using Dynamo-Probing
To be effective in both dense and sparse networks, Dynamo-Probing dynamically switches between two
scanning modes: active scan and our novel Opportunistic Scan (Opp-Scan). We designed Opp-Scan to take
advantage of any high network density and enable low overhead and low latency scanning. In contrast,
using active scan enables the devices to quickly obtain AP information in sparse networks. By dynamically
switching between the two modes, Dynamo-Probing eliminates the high probing overhead from active scan
in dense networks and the high discovery latency from Opp-Scan in sparse networks.
Similar to traditional scanning, at the beginning of a scanning process, a device using Dynamo-Probing
wait for ProbeDelay before broadcasting a probe request packet (see Figure 5.6). While waiting for
ProbeDelay to expire, if a device using Dynamo-Probing receives a broadcast probe request from another
device, it immediately enters Opp-Scan mode and cancels its transmission of its broadcast probe request.
If no broadcast probe is heard, the device initiates an active scan, broadcasting its probe request. In both
modes, devices obtain AP information from beacons and by overhearing the results of nearby devices’
active scans whenever possible. Overhearing the data packets during scanning does not help to eliminate
probing since these packets only contain the address of the AP and do not contain the additional information
required to associate with an AP such as the supported rates. Since devices only use overhearing when they
are searching for a new AP, they do not have any overhearing cost during their normal data transmissions.
This minimal overhead is worth the significant improvement in terms of network performance.
After entering Opp-Scan mode, the device listens for a maximum channel time before ending its
scan on a busy channel. During this time period, the Dynamo-Probing device extracts AP information from
all overheard probe responses directed towards any nearby device. After the timeout, the device turns off
overhearing and moves on to the next channel to scan. The decision whether to perform Opp-Scan or active
scan must be taken on a per channel basis. Therefore, the device repeats this process on every channel. Once
the device collects AP information on all channels, it selects its best AP and stops scanning.
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Figure 5.6: Dynamo-Probing
Although Dynamo-Probing is conceptually similar to the broadcast probe response proposal [54, 60]
discussed in Section 6.1, it has two major benefits. First, Dynamo-Probing enables the AP to continue
using unicast probe responses, maintaining high reliability for such responses. Second, Dynamo-Probing
is entirely a client-side solution and does not influence the operation of other devices in the network. An
individual device in a network of active scanning devices could use Opp-Scan to obtain most of its AP in-
formation without sending any of its own probes, enabling improved network performance even if only a
subset of the devices use Dynamo-Probing. Finally, by only turning on overhearing when the device is in-
tentionally scanning, Dynamo-Probing avoids incurring unnecessary energy overhead processing broadcast
probe responses during non-scanning periods. These differences make Dynamo-Probing a more practical
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Figure 5.7: Diverse fingerprint of wireless network
and more effective solution than enabling broadcast probe responses.
5.3.2 Dynamo-Probing in Dynamic Networks
Although Dynamo-Probing focuses on using Opp-Scan in dense networks, it must be able to quickly use
active scan in two situations: first, in sparse networks when there is no ongoing active scans, and second, to
obtain a full AP list since some close devices’ AP fingerprints may not completely overlap (see Figure 5.7).
The challenge is to determine when to use Opp-Scan and when to fall back to active scan.
In sparse networks, the decision is simple—use active scan when the device does not detect any ongoing
active scans. However, the decision to switch modes is not trivial in dense networks. Wireless devices
have large transmission ranges. Thus, while neighboring devices may share many APs, there may also be
AP outliers that are only in range of one or a few of the devices. In Figure 5.7, when A uses Opp-Scan
and achieves AP information from B’s active scan, it can only identify AP2. Similarly, B fails to obtain
information about AP3 when using Opp-Scan. To overcome this limitation of Opp-Scan, Dynamo-Probing
must alternate between the two modes in dense networks.
Since a device always waits ProbeDelay before sending a broadcast probe and resolves the con-
tention with other devices using 802.11 backoff, the behavior of the devices can be controlled by setting
ProbeDelay at each device appropriately. If all devices have the same value for ProbeDelay, 802.11
contention management insures that all devices eventually win the contention and send their active probes,
resulting in a somewhat random distribution of scanning. However, with fixed values of ProbeDelay,
short-term fairness is not guaranteed and some devices may not get a chance to scan and so may miss out
on some AP opportunities in their neighborhood.
An alternative is to set ProbeDelay at each device to provide for some priority. Since Dynamo-
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Probing is designed to be collaborative, it should ensure that each device in a neighborhood performs rela-
tively equal numbers of active scans. Dynamo-Probing prioritizes the devices based on their scan history.
Devices can have two possible ProbeDelay values: the base value x and 2x. On a new channel, a devices
uses the base ProbeDelay, ensuring quick discovery in sparse networks. However, each time a device
scans in active mode, it sets ProbeDelay to 2x for its next scan. The longer wait time increases the
device’s probability to use Opp-Scan instead of active scan on its next scan. The device resumes its base
ProbeDelay value after scanning in Opp-Scan mode. Although only using x and 2x for ProbeDelay
may not seem to provide enough distinction, the use of 802.11 contention resolution introduces some ran-
domness as to which device ends up sending an active probe. Therefore, it is enough to distinguish between
devices that just did an active scan and ones that just used Opp-Scan. Additionally, extending ProbeDelay
beyond 2x can negatively impact discovery delay. In our experiments, we evaluated both the static and the
priority-based approaches to identify the best solution.
5.4 Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation is: (1) to demonstrate the effectiveness of Dynamo-Probing in obtaining AP
information by collaboration, (2) to evaluate its efficiency in improving communication quality in dense
networks by eliminating unnecessary probe storms, (3) to investigate its ability to seamlessly adapt to
varying network density, and finally (4) to test its interoperability with devices using legacy scan modes.
Success in all four domains establishes Dynamo-Probing as a practical and effective solution to make the
dense networks work.
For our evaluations, we implemented Dynamo-Probing in ns-2. Our simulation environment was set
up such that it closely approximated our collected traces. The only major difference between the real traces
and our simulations is that ns-2 only simulates communication on a single channel; hence, our simulation
results captured the effectiveness of Dynamo-Probing on a per channel basis. However, this limitation of
ns-2 neither limits nor favors the operation of Dynamo-Probing. We expect Dynamo-Probing to achieve an
increased aggregate benefit when the devices repeat their same scanning mechanisms on multiple channels.
We compared the performance of Dynamo-Probing to Hybrid-Scan, which is implemented in most
wireless drivers (described in Section 5.1.3). For both protocols, retransmission of the same packet 3 times
indicates a poor channel and triggers AP scanning. In hybrid mode, a device starts in passive mode and turns
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Parameters Values
ProbeDelay 0.1 msec
maxChanTime 11 msec
minChanTime 5 msec
Passive Scan chanTime 120 msec
Table 5.2: Scan parameter values
on active scanning after detecting a bad channel. In contrast, Dynamo-Probing starts in active mode and
switches to either active scan or Opp-Scan depending on the opportunity to exploit results from other ongo-
ing scans. Table 5.4 lists values of the other scan parameters for both Hybrid-Scan and Dynamo-Probing.
We have simulated Dynamo-Probing with longer values for its scan paramaters, but have obtained similar
results. In our simulations, devices always send broadcast probe requests instead of sending both targeted
and broadcast probes during each scan as typically implemented in all devices. We expect to experience even
greater improvements in this two stage scanning compared to our simulations since Dynamo-Probing will
have more opportunities to eliminate both the unnecessary broadcast and targeted scans. We ran Dynamo-
Probing with the static and priority-based ProbeDelay to evaluate the effectiveness of both mechanisms
and to identify the best approach. Since the cycle of probe stroms is one of the main reasons for poor perfor-
mance in dense networks, we investigate whether Dynamo-Probing would benefit from eliminating probing
alltogether by switching to passive mode by comparing its performance to the passive scan mode.
5.4.1 Performance Metrics
When Dynamo-Probing is effective in obtaining AP information by collaboration, it eliminates unnecessary
probes during its scanning process. We measure Dynamo-Probing’s effectiveness by analyzing the total
probes, which includes both probe requests sent by the devices and the probe replies sent by the APs.
By comparing the number of probe requests sent to the number of probe replies received, we estimated
probability of success for each scan. This is also an indirect assessment of the quality of AP information
obtained from each scan.
The efficiency of scanning is captured by the average association time for both approaches. This metric
represents the time a device requires on average to complete its scanning, authentication and association
process. Since the scanning latency may vary from device to device depending on its traffic and its position
in the network, we also monitor the minimum association time and the maximum association time. When
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a device is not successful in discovering any AP, either due to delayed probe responses or due to non-
overlapping AP fingerprints between nearby devices, it must wait until a later successful scan to complete
its scan. The average association time indirectly captures this delay overhead.
Finally, the ultimate goal of Dynamo-Probing is to reduce contention due to recurring scanning and
allow the dense networks to actually support some communication. The success of Dynamo-Probing in
making the network actually work can be captured by monitoring packet drop ratio and throughput.
5.4.2 Network and Traffic
We setup our simulation networks within a 50 m × 50 m confined space to match the dense networks
observed in the INFOCOM 2012 traces. In addition to validating Dynamo-Probing’s effectiveness in dense
networks, it is also important to make sure that the devices perform well in sparse networks. Hence, we
varied the number of devices in our simulations starting from 20 devices up to a density of 250 devices.
While the network with 20 nodes was a representative of the lightly-loaded workshop sessions at INFOCOM,
the 250-node network represented the busy opening and keynote sessions at the conference.
The value of total probes depends on the number of devices sending probes and the number of APs
on the channel. In a “well managed” network, most devices are within the transmission range of only
one AP. Hence, a broadcast probe request from the device results in one unicast probe response from its
AP. However, for devices that are within the range of multiple APs, a broadcast probe request causes all
APs in range to reply. To simulate this in our networks and to assess Dynamo-Probing’s performance in a
network where nearby devices may have non-overlapping AP fingerprints, we varied the number of APs in
the network from 1 to 4. In the simulations with multiple APs, the APs were placed and the transmission
ranges of the devices were setup appropriately to avoid AP to AP collisions. Since the results with the
different AP setup had similar trends, we present the results obtained with 4 APs.
Traffic usage largely varies from user to user depending on the number and types of applications they
are running on their devices. While applications such as email, web browsing, and DNS generate small
transfers, multimedia streaming and maps typically generate large transfers. To simulate the patterns of web
traffic in real networks, each device in our simulations generated traffic according to distributions obtained
from Internet traffic measurements [32, 34, 17]. We ran separate simulations for two different datasets (see
Figure 5.8). Dataset1 represents traffic in lightly loaded networks and consists of a large number of
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Figure 5.8: Network traffic distribution
small transfers. Dataset2 represents relatively heavy traffic consisting of a mix of both small and large
transfers. The reason for not using the traffic pattern extracted from the INFOCOM traces in our simulations
is that the traffic was polluted with recurring probes and was not an ideal representation of the actual web
access pattern.
Each simulation was run for a 30 min of simulated time. Devices joined the network at a random time
within the first 60 sec and generated traffic for 25 min. Results presented in this section are obtained by
averaging the results from multiple simulation runs.
5.4.3 Effectiveness
Effectiveness is evaluated using two metrics: total probes to capture the total probing overhead and asso-
ciation time to capture its discovery latency. An effective solution should incur low overhead for scanning
and quickly discover nearby APs.
Dynamo-Probing eliminates unnecessary probes by entering Opp-Scan mode and extracting AP infor-
mation from ongoing active scans of nearby devices whenever possible. In dense networks, where there are
many devices, there will be plenty of such opportunities. When compared to Hybrid-Scan, Dynamo-Probing
starts to show significant improvements in probing overhead when the network has more than 100 devices
(see Figure 5.9). Dynamo-Probing reduces the total probing overhead by 36% when the network has 250
devices. The improvements are similar for both static and priority-based approaches for Dynamo-Probing.
In addition to eliminating the unnecessary probe exchanges, Dynamo-Probing also improves the quality of
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Figure 5.9: Probe overhead Figure 5.10: Probe request
Figure 5.11: Probe responses
each scan. While with Hybrid-Scan, only 50% of the total scans resulted in successful AP discovery, about
90% of the scans were successful in the 250 node network with Dynamo-Probing (see Figure 5.10 and
Figure 5.11).
One of the main reasons for an unsuccessful scan is probe request collisions, which are very common
for Hybrid-Scan in dense networks since all devices experience packet drops and multiple devices start their
scans at the same time. However, with Dynamo-Probing, only one device in the neighborhood starts to scan
in active mode, while the rest start Opp-Scan. This definitely reduces the probability of probe collisions.
Since a device keeps on scanning until it finds a better AP, the higher success rate of Dynamo-Probing’s scan
also reduces the number of future scans. Hence, Dynamo-Probing not only eliminates current unnecessary
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Figure 5.12: Average association time Figure 5.13: Minimum association time
probes, it also reduces the need for additional future scans.
Dynamo-Probing performs surprisingly better in terms of discovery latency when compared to Hybrid-
Scan in dense networks. Although a successful scan by Dynamo-Probing is expected to take as long as an
active scan, the higher success ratio of Dynamo-Probing eventually results in very low average association
time compared to Hybrid-Scan. In contrast, Hybrid-Scan requires multiple scan rounds for a successful
AP discovery and results in high latency. To identify the reason for this large percentage of unsuccessful
scans by Hybrid-Scan, we analyzed the time between a probe request and its reply. Our analysis showed
that the scan latency vaired between 4 msec to 140 msec. In dense networks, the increased contention due
to probe storms often pushed the probe replies after the 11 msec maxChanTime for Hybrid-Scan which
resulted in the increased unsuccessful scans. Dynamo-Probing devices can improve the average associa-
tion time by using higher values for maxChanTime. Our simulations showed that even with an 11 msec
maxChanTime, Dynamo-Probing starts experiencing the better latency in sparse networks when the net-
work has only 20 devices by eliminating contention from concurrent probe storms (see Figure 5.12). At 250
nodes, Dynamo-Probing improves the latency by 78%. While the improvements by both approaches are
high, the priority-based approach achieves better latency (78%) than the static approach (75%). By making
sure all devices perform equal number of active scans, the priority-based approach enables faster AP dis-
covery than the static approach for those devices that have neighbors with non-overlapping AP fingerprints.
Dynamo-Probing even offers a lower minimum association time and a lower maximum association time
than Hybrid-Scan (see Figures 5.13). The minimum association time of Hybrid-Scan depends on the time it
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Figure 5.14: Throughput Figure 5.15: Delay
takes to scan in passive mode and in active mode. In dense networks, these devices experience unsuccessful
scans and arbitrary delay due to probe storms pushing the time for a successful active scan beyond one
beacon interval, resulting in a minimum association time of 300 msec. In contrast, by controlling the probe
storms and better managing contention, Dynamo-Probing can associate with an AP as fast as 150 msec.
Similarly, the higher success of Dynamo-Probing also results in an at least 15% lower maximum association
time than Hybrid-Scan.
Besides demonstrating its effectiveness in dense networks, Dynamo-Probing is also effective in sparse
networks where the scans are almost always successful (see the lower number of devices in Figures 5.12 and
5.13. In sparse networks, contention is low, fewer packets get dropped, and there are very few opportunities
for using Opp-Scan. Hence, the improvements observed by Dynamo-Probing in such networks are also
comparatively low. However, even in a network with only 20 devices, Dynamo-probing reduces the probing
overhead by 7% and the average association time by 5%.
5.4.4 Efficiency
By managing contention, Dynamo-Probing enables improvement in the quality of communication by im-
proving throughput and reducing delay. By eliminating the unnecessary probe storms in dense networks,
Dynamo-Probing reduces contention and achieves maximum improvements. In contrast, Hybrid-Scan starts
overloading the network with probe packets at a density of 150 devices and results in a steep decrease in
throughput (see Figure 6.1) and a steep rise in delay (see Figure 6.2). When compared to Hybrid-Scan at the
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Figure 5.16: Drop ratio
density of 300 devices, Dynamo-Probing devices experience 82% higher throughput and 50% lower delay.
The improvements are greater for the priority-based approach than the static approach since the devices in
the priority-based approach have better quality AP information and hence use fewer probes compared to the
static approach. Even in sparse networks with 20 devices, Dynamo-Probing achieves a 3% improvement in
throughput and a 5% reduction in delay.
The efficiency of Dynamo-Probing is not limited to improved throughput and delay, it also reduces
packet drops. Since we ran our simulations with TCP flows, the packet drops experienced by the devices
were not high (see y-axis of Figure 6.3). However, Dynamo-Probing still managed to reduce the packet
drop ratio by 30% when the network had 300 devices. We expect to observe even greater improvements in
packet drops when the devices run UDP flows.
5.4.5 Adaptability
The detailed analysis of Dynamo-Probing’s performance in the different network densities show that Dynamo-
Probing is effective and efficient in all types of networks. While Dynamo-Probing thrives in dense networks
by achieving immense improvements in all performance metrics, it also demonstrates some improvements
in sparse networks. Hence, the results support our claim that devices implementing Dynamo-Probing is
adaptive to varying density.
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Figure 5.17: Total probes in mixed network
(density=250 devices)
Figure 5.18: Association time in mixed network
(density=250 devices)
5.4.6 Interoperability
One of the biggest strengths of Dynamo-Probing is that it can be deployed incrementally and, although
performance will improve at higher adoption rates, lower rates still enable significant improvements. To
demonstrate Dynamo-Probing’s effectiveness and efficiency in a network that contains a mix of Hybrid-
Scan and Dynamo-Probing devices, we ran simulations for different network densities while varying the
percentage (0%-100%) of Dynamo-Probing devices in the network. 0% indicates all devices are running
Hybrid-Scan and 100% indicates all devices are running Dynamo-Probing.
To achieve benefits from Dynamo-Probing, it is not essential to deploy Dynamo-Probing in all devices in
the network. Even a few Dynamo-Probing devices can result in more effective scans in dense networks. By
deploying Dynamo-Probing in only 25% of the devices in a network with 250 devices, the number of active
scans can be reduced by 21% (see Figure 5.17). The improvement gradually increases as more devices
deploy Dynamo-Probing, eliminating 40% of the scans when all devices implement Dynamo-Probing. It is
quite interesting that Dynamo-Probing can reach within 1% of this maximum total probe improvement for
this network with a 75% deployment.
The gradual increase in the success ratio of scans also results in significant improvements in association
time, reducing the average association time by 19% with only a 25% Dynamo-Probing deployment (see
Figure 5.18). The biggest improvements in average association time is observed when more than 50% of the
devices implement Dynamo-Probing. The same trend is also observed in throughput performances for both
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Figure 5.19: Throughput in mixed network (density=250 devices)
static and priority-based Dynamo-Probing (see Figure 5.19). As expected, the improvements for the priority-
based approach is always higher compared to the static approach (31% and 18% at 25% deployment) in
dense networks.
In sparse networks where probing does not incur too much overhead or overwhelm network commu-
nication, the maximum improvements are achieved at 25% deployment and only slowly improves as more
Dynamo-Probing devices are deployed. The same trends are observed for all performance metrics (total
probes, association time, throughput, delay and drop ratio).
5.4.7 Dynamo-Probing vs. Passive Scan
Passive scan eliminates probing overhead. However, its long discovery latency causes a more devastating
problem. Devices experience extended periods of inactivity when they scan. During the scan process,
data transmissions cannot progress since the device is not associated with any AP on the channel being
scanned. The data transmission stalls until the device has found a better AP and associates to that AP, or
the device concurs that its current AP is the best available one. During passive scan, a device must dwell
in a channel for at least a beacon interval time period, whereas Dynamo-Probing devices scan on a channel
for a maxChanTime period. Our simulations show that with 3 channels to scan, passive scan ends up
incurring 15 times more offtime than Dynamo-Probing (see Figure 5.20). The ratio will be even higher
if the device scans more channels. Interestingly, this long period of inactivity not only affects the devices
in dense networks, the impact is significant even in sparse networks. Each device incur 11 times higher
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Figure 5.20: Overhead of Passive Scan
inactive time on an average when compared to Dynamo-Probing in sparse networks. Hence, passive scan
cannot support seamless handoff and is not appropriate for mobile devices.
5.5 Conclusions and Future Directions
The contribution of this work is twofold. First, we identified the main reason for the network breakdown at
high density. The traces collected from dense networks revealed that the mobile devices in dense networks
are constantly searching for better APs to associate with even though they may not be roaming. Unfortu-
nately, simply finding a new AP does not solve the problem. Since all nearby APs are probably overloaded
and so do not provide any better channel conditions, devices experience no improvement even after suc-
cessful handoffs, probing does not stop and the devices continually search for better APs. Finally, since all
devices are experiencing poor communication quality, they all start scanning at almost the same time. The
aggregate effect of this is a flood of AP probes causing even more contention in the network. Eventually, all
devices enter a vicious cycle of probing, wasting the limited available bandwidth and causing the network to
become almost inoperable. Second, we propose a solution to this problem by leveraging high density. Our
solution, Dynamo-Probing, opportunistically obtains AP information from nearby active scans. By elimi-
nating unnecessary scans in all types of networks, Dynamo-Probing not only reduces the probing overhead,
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but also manages contention and prevents the network from thrashing at high density. Even with incremen-
tal deployment, Dynamo-Probing can provide significant improvements in scanning and providing better
communication quality in dense networks. All these characteristics make Dynamo-Probing an effective,
efficient and readily deployable scan solution.
The next step for Dynamo-Probing would be to implement it in real devices and evaluate its effective-
ness and efficiency in a dense network testbed. The scanning algorithm itself can be extended in a number
of ways. The current design of Dynamo-Probing only focuses on eliminating the probing overhead due to
concurrent broadcast probes. We expect that devices would benefit even more if Dynamo-Probing were
extended to eliminate the concurrent directed probing targeted towards their preferred networks. The main
problem with scanning in dense networks is that devices keep on probing even though they keep finding
the same APs. Hence, extensive research is required to identify what should be the probing ideal—whether
Dynamo-Probing can eliminate all unnecessary scans in dense networks especially when the devices know
that they are not moving and the channel is not changing. One possible approach to eliminate the unnec-
essary probes is to switch to passive mode in dense networks. However, such an approach would require
adaptive beaconing from the APs to reduce the AP discovery latency which may end up increasing the
energy consumption for the power saving devices.
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Chapter 6
Managing PSM in Dense Networks
Energy management for wireless devices has been a core component of mobile computing research for
years. However, current practices use solutions aimed at our expectations of sparse wireless networks from
when such research started. When using current energy management solutions in the dense networks, the
common result is that the devices are not able to send much data and, at the same time, their batteries drain at
an increased rate that is not proportional to their successful data. The ultimate goal of our research is to rein
in the energy consumption to match the device’s data transmission. In doing so, we will show that we were
able to reduce some of the contention in the network, ultimately increasing throughput, reducing delay and
reducing energy consumption. Our research revealed that the existing power save mode (PSM) protocols are
not necessarily broken. Rather, the biggest problem with the PSM implementations is that the protocols are
agnostic of network conditions. In this paper, we propose Skip-stop, a PSM-based energy management
approach that adapts to contention in dense networks by skipping AP polling during some beacon intervals
and so limiting the number of devices active within each beacon interval. The ultimate goal of Skip-stop
is to avoid introducing additional contention and energy consumption due to PSM, and to enable the devices
to save energy when no useful communication can progress due to congestion.
6.1 Energy in Dense Networks
Rapid depletion of batteries in laptops and smartphones are very common phenomena when the devices
are in dense networks. This happens even when the devices adopt energy-management protocols and are
not actively transmitting data. The main problem for energy saving in dense networks is that, despite the
research community’s expectations [93], devices no longer spend most of their time idle listening. Instead,
most energy overhead comes from retransmitting lost data and control packets due to the high contention and
increased overhearing costs due to the high traffic load. While these effects may be intuitive, the impact on
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existing duty-cycle-based power-saving protocols like IEEE 802.11 PSM [24] is even worse than expected.
In this section, we describe and analyze how the existing IEEE standards and their proposed enhancements
behave in dense networks.
6.1.1 The IEEE PSM Standards
The main goal of the IEEE 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) is to save energy wasted in idle listening by
sleeping [24]. The packets sent to the sleeping devices are buffered at the AP and later retrieved from the
AP when the devices wake up. By collecting and transmitting bursts of data, the devices minimize their idle
awake times. The AP announces the presence of buffered packets at the beginning of each beacon interval
for all of its associated PSM devices through the Traffic Indication Map (TIM) embedded in its beacons.
The PSM devices adopting Power Save Polling (PSP) then retrieve their packets by polling the AP with one
PS-Poll frame for each packet buffered at the AP. Devices can go back to sleep mode immediately after
the AP indicates that there are no more buffered packets for that device. In sparse networks, where there
is low contention, the devices go back to sleep after receiving their packets in bursts and hence minimize
energy consumption. However, in dense networks, packets get arbitrarily delayed due to contending traffic
that forces the devices to stay awake longer until they receive all packets from the AP.
Adaptive PSM avoids the overhead of PS-Polls altogether by switching to constantly awake mode
(CAM) once notified of pending packets by the AP and switching back to PSM after a timeout. The devices
send NULL-Data frames to the AP when they switch to CAM mode and when they go back to sleep.
While a short timeout aggressively saves energy by forcing the devices to sleep after a short idle time, a long
timeout enables the devices to improve delay by receiving any near future transmissions within the same
beacon interval. Devices can further improve energy-efficiency by increasing their listen interval, which
determines how frequently they wake up. For example, with a listen interval of 1, the device wakes up
every beacon interval, while with a listen interval of 3, the device wakes up every third beacon interval.
However, a higher listen interval has the side effect of increasing delay. Hence, the choice of the parameter
depends on the device’s aggressiveness towards saving energy vs. reducing delay.
Since it is not easy to predict traffic patterns, all PSM implementations use fixed parameter values. Most
devices wake up every beacon interval and use very short timeout values for their Adaptive PSM imple-
mentation. Naturally, the fixed values can not optimize the energy and delay when the traffic is dynamic
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and unpredictable. When such devices are put in high density networks, congestion introduces additional
complexities and makes these fixed values even more unsuitable. First, the short timeout may not be long
enough to retrieve all buffered packets from the AP causing the AP buffer to grow and increasing congestion
in the next beacon interval. Choosing a longer timeout does not resolve this problem since this may push
the devices to postpone their time to go back to sleep, eventually resulting in increased energy consump-
tion. A short listen interval value is also not appropriate for dense networks since it forces more devices to
synchronize their channel accesses at the beginning of each beacon interval, resulting in contention spikes.
6.1.2 PSM Enhancements Targeting Delay
Several enhancements have been proposed over the years to further improve the delay performance of PSM
devices. Although these approaches were not designed specifically for dense networks, we investigate
whether any of these solutions is able to handle high density networks.
Two main factors are responsible for the increased delay experienced by PSM devices: inappropriate
PSM parameter values and the presence of competing traffic in the network. Determining optimal values
for PSM parameters requires foreknowledge about the traffic in the network. Since getting exact knowl-
edge about traffic is not possible in dynamic networks, proposed solutions estimate future traffic patterns.
Bounded Slow Down (BSD) [45] determines its timeout based on RTT estimation, and adapts the listen
interval based on traffic history. Devices wake up more frequently when the traffic rate is high, while they
slow down during low traffic. In dense networks, RTTs have large variance and thus determining the right
timeout is difficult. This causes BSD to experience increased delay and energy consumption due to an inap-
propriate choice for timeout. Furthermore, the use of PSP causes a device to remain awake until it receives
all buffered packets from the AP. In dense networks, this may take a long time, preventing the device from
going back to sleep and making any use of its dynamic listen interval.
Dynamic timeout values are used by Smart-PSM [65] based on round trip time (RTT) estimation. Since,
RTT may vary, further energy improvement is offered by Percy [28], which sets up an AP proxy that makes
the RTTs uniform and enables the devices to choose a tight timeout. Such approaches do not work for dense
networks since RTT is no longer the main factor determining delay.
The proposals [35, 68, 7, 36, 6] that optimize delay in the presence of background traffic are more
likely to be suitable for managing congestion in dense networks. Traffic shaping [21, 76] is one approach of
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handling congestion in the networks. By prioritizing the PSM traffic over CAM traffic, devices can separate
the PSM and the CAM devices [86, 47, 72]. The AP transmits the PSM traffic first. The delay is reduced for
the PSM devices since they are no longer affected by traffic from the CAM devices. However, there are two
major problems with this approach. First, traffic from multiple PSM devices are still delayed by each other.
Second, such scheduling is not fair to the CAM devices. Hence, such an approach is only appropriate when
a single PSM device is contending with other CAM devices in each beacon interval. In dense networks
where there will be many PSM devices along with many CAM devices, this approach is neither fair nor able
to minimize delay.
Another approach to handle background traffic is to schedule the transmissions from the AP to the
different devices such that each device gets its fair share [92]. Each device is allowed a separate time slot
within the beacon interval to communicate with the AP. If the device knew exactly when the AP is going
to send its packets, the device could wake up at that time and go back to sleep after receiving all of the
packets. The challenge for these TDMA-based approaches is to let the devices know about their slots and to
enable the devices to wakeup at that particular slot. Scheduled-PSM [37] passes the time slot information
to the devices through special bits inside the beacons. Once devices get that information, they later wake up
in their appropriate slot. However, passing information to the devices requires major changes to the IEEE
standard and, hence, the solution is not readily deployable. A better solution is proposed by NAPman [68],
which virtualizes the AP such that each device believes it has its own AP. These virtualized APs wake up
at different times within the actual beacon interval allowing the devices to retrieve packets during their own
time slot. Although this solution only requires modifying the AP without requiring modifications to the
IEEE standard, such a solution is theoretical. In practice, NAPman can support only four PSM devices at
best during a beacon interval, making the solution inappropriate for dense networks.
6.1.3 PSM Enhancements Targeting Energy
Overhearing is a major source of energy waste in dense networks due to the increased traffic. Solutions
designed to reduce overhearing costs can certainly be used by PSM devices in dense networks to reduce their
total energy consumption. During overhearing of a neighbor’s packet, a device consumes almost the same
energy as it would consume when receiving the packet itself. SNAF [18] reduces the cost of overhearing
by allowing a device to sleep for the rest of the packet duration as soon as it identifies that the packet is
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destined to some other node. Since, waking up the radio from sleep state is not free of cost in terms of both
energy and time, instead of putting the device to sleep, Forced Idling [19] forces the radio to switch to the
idle state when overhearing. Energy can be further improved by either switching the radio between on-off
modes during duty cycling [8] instead of switching between on-sleep modes, or by running the devices at a
lower clock frequency when traffic is not expected [93, 50]. The biggest limitation of these approaches is
that all these approaches require modification of at least one of the followings: the packet structure, device
drivers, and the IEEE standard. Hence, they are not readily deployable.
6.1.4 Road to Skip-stop
None of the PSM enhancements were designed to deal with high contention, hence they are not adequate
to ensure survival in dense networks. However, the enhancements that target to improve energy-efficiency
can be applied orthogonally to a dense network solution to achieve further energy-efficiency. To survive
in dense networks, it is important to manage the PSM devices. If they are not properly controlled, the
increased contention and packet drops from these devices may push the dense networks to an inoperable
state. Additionally, their efforts to save energy may even result in increased energy consumption, when
the network density and contention increase. Therefore, we next present our PSM-based solution to energy
management in dense networks.
6.2 Skip-stop
Skip-stop is an energy management approach that adapts the use of PSM and its parameters based on
local observations of network density and contention. Our approach (and the name of the protocol) is
derived from solutions used in public transit systems to manage congestion during rush hours by having
trains or buses skip chosen stops along their designated routes. The end result of Skip-stop is reduced
contention while still allowing devices to save energy using PSM. Although a centralized approach might be
able to select optimal parameters, it would require changes to AP software and perfect knowledge of traffic
demands in the network. Therefore, Skip-stop is designed as a client-side local solution to manage PSM,
which enables immediate and incremental deployment with no additional control overhead.
In the rest of this section, we describe the components of Skip-stop and its adaptive algorithm for
setting PSM parameters based on network density.
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6.2.1 Skip-stop Components
The goal of Skip-stop is to control the two main factors responsible for poor performance and increased
energy consumption in dense networks: synchronized channel accesses by PSM devices that results in more
contention and the combined effects of the increased traffic and delayed communication that causes the
AP buffers for the PSM devices to grow beyond their limit and force more packet drops. To address these
challenges, Skip-stop integrates two core components in each device: a contention manager, which
makes sure that a PSM device does not introduce unnecessary contention, and a buffer manager, which
pushes the device to retrieve its buffered packets from the AP before the buffers overflow.
The contention manager reduces the probability of synchronized channel accesses by adapting listen
interval for the device based on observed contention in the network. If the contention is above a system
defined threshold, listen interval is increased, which results in the device “skipping” some beacon intervals.
When all devices employ Skip-stop, the number of awake devices is reduced for each beacon interval,
allowing the network to reduce contention induced by synchronized channel accesses. The specific thresh-
old can be defined by the system in terms of probability of collisions or packet drop ratio. We will be
investigating the impact of different threshold values on Skip-stop as part of our future work.
The buffer manager aims to manage the problem of AP buffer overflow for the PSM device by trying
to retrieve packets from the AP at a sufficient rate. In the presence of contention, the contention manager
introduces delay by using a longer PSM listen interval and skipping some beacon intervals. Therefore, the
buffers at the AP may fill up more than if the device retrieves packets every beacon interval. Therefore, the
buffer manager sets the PSM timeout to help the device to drain the AP buffer each time it is awake.
The challenge for the contention manager and the buffer manager is to balance appropriate values for
timeout and listen interval. Setting an arbitrarily long listen interval or timeout may make PSM worse.
We next present Skip-stop’s adaptive algorithm to tune the PSM parameters according to the current
network dynamics.
6.2.2 Dynamic Adaptation of PSM
Skip-stopmust tune the PSM parameters according to the current network conditions since the network
contention and density around a device change dynamically. While a long PSM timeout is always effective in
reducing delay, such parameter setting can cause more energy waste due to idle listening in sparse networks.
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Algorithm 2: Dynamic adaptation of PSM with Skip-stop
if slow retrieval is SET then
increment PSM timeout;
if retx ratio ≥ RETX THRESHOLD then
if PSM listen interval < PSM listen interval maximum then
increment PSM listen interval;
else
if PSM timeout > PSM timeout minimum then
decrement PSM timeout;
if PSM listen interval > 1 then
decrement PSM listen interval;
end
Hence, Skip-stop should use long timeouts in dense networks and shorter timeouts in sparse networks.
The choice of an appropriate PSM listen interval is more critical. While skipping some beacon intervals
may reduce contention due to synchronized channel accesses in dense networks, it has the side effect of
delaying packet retrieval from the AP buffer, causing the buffer to grow and introducing more contention
during the awake times. Hence, Skip-stop should increment listen interval only when desynchronizing
the wakeups begets more benefit than delaying the communication.
Identifying the best PSM parameters requires knowledge of the actual network and traffic density. Since
this information is not readily available to the devices, Skip-stop estimates network density in terms of
two indicators of the current contention level: packets retrieved from the AP during the awake time and
packet retransmissions. The AP buffer keeps on growing if the device is not able to retrieve all of its packets
from the buffer during the awake interval. Although the device has no knowledge about the number of
packets stored inside the AP buffer, it can still identify whether all packets have been retrieved or not by
analyzing the more data bit set inside each retrieved packet. Skip-stopmarks this incident by turning
on a flag called slow retrieval. High packet retransmissions and slow retrieval indicate high contention,
whereas the opposite indicate a low contention network.
The Skip-stop algorithm runs in rounds, each time acquiring a local estimation of the current con-
tention level, and then deciding on how to adapt its PSM parameter values. The buffer manager increments
the timeout value when slow retrieval is set, and decrements the value when contention is low and the
slow retrieval flag is turned off (see Algorithm 2). Skip-stop allows the value to be decremented un-
til it reaches a minimum allowable timeout value, PSM timeout minimum. Since the effect of a too
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Algorithm 3: Desynchronizing PSM wakeups with Skip-stop
current time = time( );
u = random(0, PSM listen interval);
invoke time = current time + u * BEACON INTERVAL;
set new PSM listen interval and PSM timeout at invoke time;
high listen interval can be detrimental, the contention manager increments the listen interval value only
when the number of packet retransmissions is high and the percentage exceeds a system defined thresh-
old, RETX THRESHOLD. To avoid remaining at a high listen interval value unnecessarily, the contention
manager decrements the value anytime slow retrieval indicates a low contention network scenario.
6.2.3 Desynchronizing PSM Wakeups
The idea of Skip-stop is straight forward. If each device manages its PSM locally and limits the con-
tention it introduces, then the additional network contention induced by all PSM devices will be under
control. However, to balance out the level of contention across time, it is essential that different devices
skip different stops. Otherwise, it will only aggravate contention, incurring additional delay and running the
risk of AP buffer overrun. The contention manager in Skip-stop achieves this by waiting for a random
time before setting its new listen interval value. Since, there are a total of listen interval stops within the
device’s wakeup period, the contention manager randomly chooses any of these stops as its first awake stop
(see Algorithm 3). This desynchronizes the wakeup times of different devices with a very high probability.
By adapting the PSM devices, Skip-stop manages contention in dense networks and prevents the
AP buffer from growing beyond limit, resulting in improved energy-efficiency as well as reduced delay.
The effectiveness of Skip-stop along with its simplicity and inter-interoperability with existing PSM
implementations make Skip stop an attractive solution which is readily deployable.
6.3 Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation is: (1) to demonstrate that the fixed PSM parameter value choices in the existing
devices cannot handle varying network density, and (2) to evaluate Skip-stop’s ability to manage PSM
by finding the best PSM setting.
Different smartphones implement PSM differently as decided by the vendor. Although the actual PSM
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Devices Timeout Listen Interval
Nokia N900 200 msec 3
iPhone 4 95 msec 1
Android Nexus One 200 msec 1
HTC Hero 1500 msec 1
Table 6.1: PSM parameter values for smartphones
source code for any given device is not typically available, we reverse engineered the protocols by analyzing
WireShark [26] traffic from different devices (i.e., iPhone, HTC Hero, Samsung Nexus S and Samsung
Nexus Galaxy). The traces show that the iPhone uses Adaptive PSM and the rest of the devices use a
combination of PSP and Adaptive PSM. These devices start in PSP and switch to Adaptive PSM only
when they have data to transmit. When their timeouts expire, devices switch back to PSP. The parameter
values used in these devices are also different. Table 6.3 lists these PSM parameter values. We implemented
the associated PSM for each device and compared it to the use of Skip-stop using ns-2.35.
In our simulations, each Skip-stop round lasted for 20 sec. In a typical setting where a device wakes
up every beacon interval, this would allow the device to base its decision about the current PSM parameter
values on information collected over 200 awake intervals. Skip-stop sets the PSM timeout minimum
at 20 msec, whereas allows the listen interval to rise until 10. Each time Skip-stop increments the value
of of timeout, it increments the value by 20 msec, whereas the granularity for changing listen interval is set
to 1. Our simulations use a RETX THRESHOLD value of 50%. Our exhaustive simulations show that using
a lower RETX THRESHOLD value results in unnecessary increment of listen interval.
We present our simulation results in two steps. First, we show that the fixed PSM parameter settings are
not appropriate to handle the various network and traffic densities expected by the devices. Results include
PSM behavior in the following smartphones: Android Nexus One, iPhone 4, iPhone 3G, and
HTC Hero. In the second stage, we evaluate Skip-stop’s ability to manage contention by dynamically
tuning the PSM parameters.
6.3.1 Performance Metrics
For the exhaustive analyses with fixed PSM settings, we evaluated performance using throughput, delay
and packet drop ratio. The throughput is an aggregate over all devices and hence captures network’s ability
to handle more PSM devices. A lower packet drop ratio is also an indication of better management of
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contention in dense networks, whereas increased packet drops indicate the opposite. Delay is particularly
important in sparse networks, since a device should not have to wait long to send its data. Finally, to
measure energy-efficiency, we evaluate energy per bit, which reflects the actual cost to the device for the
data it is sending. Higher energy per bit indicates that the devices is spending more of its energy dealing with
contention and poor parameter choices instead of on data. Since Skip-stop prevents network breakdown
by limiting the contention induced by PSM, we measure Skip-stop’s effectiveness by evaluating the
same metrics as PSM evaluation.
6.3.2 Network and Traffic
To evaluate the impact of the different approaches on a single AP, the simulated network has randomly
placed devices in a 50 m× 50 m space. The number of devices in the network is varied from 10 to 150, all
connecting to one AP. Although the high end is beyond the recommended number of devices per AP, we
have observed even higher number of devices in traces of dense networks.
Traffic from each device was set to closely approximate real Internet traffic patterns for smartphone
users. According Internet measurement studies [32, 34, 17], both flow sizes and inter-arrival times vary
depending on the applications running on the devices. In our simulations, 80% of all flows had flows less
than 1 KB. The inter-arrival was also chosen according to the same measurements which suggest that 80%
of the flows arrive within 1 sec and the rest have a long tail at 18 sec.
For all simulations, devices join the network at random times within the first 60 seconds of the simulated
time. Data was collected for a 30 minute long simulation. Results presented in this section are obtained
from an average of multiple simulation runs.
6.3.3 PSM Behavior with Fixed Parameters
Two main factors determine the behavior of PSM in dense networks—growing AP buffers and synchronized
channel accesses. To demonstrate the impact of the growing AP buffer, we evaluated the performance of
PSM with a fixed listen interval value of 1 and with various timeout settings—25, 95, 200 and 1500 msec
as used by the different smartphone vendors (see Table 6.3). We also investigate the impact of synchronized
channel accesses by evaluating their achievable performance if these devices were allowed to use longer
listen intervals.
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Figure 6.1: Throughput with fixed listen interval Figure 6.2: Delay with fixed listen interval
Impact of PSM timeout
The throughput trend of PSM devices in dense networks is completely different than what we typically
expect in sparse networks where contention is low. In a “well managed” network, the throughput is expected
to rise until a certain point and remain at that value since the network saturates as more devices join the
network. However, the PSM devices in dense networks experience exponential decrease in throughput as the
network starts thrashing due to increased contention. It is clear from Figure 6.1 that the PSM device’s ability
to handle contention is directly dependent on its timeout value. PSM devices already induce contention due
to synchronized channel accesses. A shorter PSM timeout value increases contention even more by not
allowing the device to retrieve all of its packets from the AP buffer and forcing them to contend for channel
access again in the next beacon interval. For this reason, iPhone 3G, having a timeout of 25 msec, starts
its steep decrease at a very low density of 50 devices. In contrast, a longer timeout value allows the device to
retrieve more packets from the AP buffer with a higher probability, reducing contention for the next beacon
interval. As longer timeouts are used, the network breakdown occurs at higher density. We observed the best
throughput performance in dense networks with the HTC phones among all the other PSM settings that we
evaluated. Having a timeout of 1500 msec, the HTC devices can handle network density upto 150 devices,
after which they start thrashing the network.
The longer timeout also results in immense improvements in delay and packet drop ratio since the AP
buffer is now well managed and the contention is under control. The dangers of using short timeout values
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Figure 6.3: Drop ratio with fixed listen interval Figure 6.4: Energy per byte with fixed listen interval
Figure 6.5: Energy per byte with fixed listen interval: sparse networks
in dense networks are evident from the results (see Figure 6.2) as iPhones experience an average delay
of 366 sec compared to the 31 msec delay of HTC phones in a network with 125 devices. PSM’s ability
to manage contention is better demonstrated by observing the packet drop ratio for the different phones
in varying network densities. The devices start dropping packets at higher network density when they use
longer timeouts. While iPhone starts dropping 15% of its packets at a density of 50 devices, the Nexus
One drops that many packets beyond 75 device density (see Figure 6.3). The best performance is achieved
by the HTC phones which can maintain their drop rate to below 1% even in networks with 125 devices.
The biggest problem with PSM devices in dense networks is that most devices have very poor commu-
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nication quality, but they exhaust their energy at a very fast rate. Typically, energy consumption is expected
to reduce in sparse networks with shorter timeouts since devices can go back to sleep early. To save en-
ergy, most smartphone vendors choose short timeout values. However, in dense networks, the trends are
completely opposite. The energy performance in these networks are dominated by the number of successful
packet transmissions. While the HTC phones consume a constant 0.4 mJ per byte for data transmissions,
iPhones experience an exponential increase in energy consumption when the density increases (see Fig-
ure 6.4). At the density of 125 devices, iPhone consumes 100 times higher energy per byte due to delay
and packet drops caused by increased contention.
All results indicate that longer timeouts result in better communication quality—increased throughput,
reduced delay and packet drops, and improved energy-efficiency in dense networks and suggest using HTC
phones in dense networks. But one must make sure that the longer timeout does not result in poor perfor-
mance or increased energy consumption in sparse networks which the devices typically expect. In sparse
networks, devices experience similar throughput and very low packet drop rates for all timeouts. The delay
trends are similar to those of the dense networks providing improved delay for longer timeouts. However,
all these improvements by setting long timeouts are achieved at the cost of very high increase in energy
consumptions for sparse networks. When the contention is low and the devices are idle most of the time,
longer timeouts results in energy waste due to idle listening. The HTC phones consume at least 4 times
more energy per byte than the iPhones (see Figure 6.5). Since a device will be in sparse networks most
of the time, such high energy consumption indicates that an HTC phone will have a quarter of the battery
lifetime compared to an iPhone. Hence, devices must set a short timeout in sparse networks, whereas
longer timeout in dense networks.
Impact of PSM listen interval
One of the main reasons for “PSM breakdown” in dense networks is the high number of synchronized
channel accesses. By using a higher listen interval, PSM can reduce the number of devices active within
each beacon interval. However, this can effectively improve the quality of communication only when the
performance is dominated by the synchronized channel accesses. iPhone 3G will achieve the maximum
benefit from an increased listen interval since the short timeout results in a growing AP buffer that increases
the number of contending devices in subsequent beacon intervals. iPhones can reduce their drop rates
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Figure 6.6: Drop ratio with fixed timeout (net-
work density=100 devices)
Figure 6.7: Delay with fixed timeout (network
density=100 devices)
Figure 6.8: Energy per byte with fixed timeout (network density=100 devices)
by 14% if they wake up every other beacon interval instead of waking up for all beacons (see Figure 6.6).
The drop rate further reduces by 70% if the iPhones would have set their listen interval to 5. Limiting
the synchronized accesses also results in immense improvements in delay. With the listen interval set
to 5, iPhones can reduce the average delay by 99% compared to the setting when they wake up every
beacon interval (see Figure 6.7). Finally, the increased probability of successful packet transmissions and
the reduced delay combined with the increased sleep time for each device due to delayed wakeup improve
the energy-efficiency. Devices consume 10 times lower energy per byte than the existing setup in which the
listen interval is set to 1 (see Figure 6.8). Hence, PSM devices with short timeouts, e.g., iPhones, will
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Figure 6.9: Drop ratio with fixed timeout (net-
work density=50 devices)
Figure 6.10: Delay with fixed timeout (network
density=50 devices)
definitely benefit from using longer listen intervals in dense networks.
For the devices with longer timeouts, e.g., iPhone 4, Nexus One, HTC, the percentage improve-
ments are lower compared to iPhone 3G when the listen intervals are increased. As discussed earlier in
Section 6.3.3, longer timeout devices are better adept in limiting the synchronized channel accesses, hence
they provide fewer opportunities to improve communication by increasing listen interval. With the listen
interval set to 5, both iPhone 4 and Nexus One reach almost similar low values for their drop rates,
delay and energy consumption (see Figure 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8). Although both of these phones show even
better performance when the listen interval is increased to 10, it is evident from the performance of HTC
that always increasing the listen interval does not necessarily provide better quality of communication. The
HTC phones already maintain a very low drop rate of below 1% when they wakeup for every beacon in
dense networks (see Figure 6.6). The 1500 msec timeout ensures that devices clear out the AP buffer when
they wake up, hence they do not increase the number of synchronized accesses in the subsequent beacon in-
tervals. In this situation, delaying the wakeups can only result in exponential increase in delay. The average
delay doubles when the HTC phones run with a listen interval of 5, and increases by 350 times when the
listen interval is increased to 10 (see Figure 6.7). Hence, the best listen interval to use in dense networks
depends on the value of PSM timeout.
If a fixed listen interval were to use by each phone type, one must make sure that the setting can improve
the quality of communication by limiting the synchronized channel accesses in dense networks and it must
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Figure 6.11: Energy per byte with fixed timeout
(network density=50 devices)
Figure 6.12: Energy per byte with fixed timeout
(network density=25 devices)
not deteriorate the performance in sparse networks. Only iPhone 3G benefits from using higher listen
interval when the network consists of 50 devices. The drop rate reduces by 69% when the devices wakeup
every other interval and drops below 1% when the listen interval is set to 5 (see Figure 6.9). Similar
improvements are achieved in terms of delay (see Figure 6.10) and energy-efficiency (see Figure 6.11).
However, for the rest of the phones, increasing the listen interval at this network density resulted in huge
increase in delay compared to the small improvements in energy-efficiency. For example, when Nexus
One sets its listen interval to 5, the energy-efficiency is improved by 32% at the cost of increasing the delay
by 274 times (see Figure 6.10 and 6.11). The same trend is observed for all devices including iPhone 3G
when the network has fewer than 50 devices. Even the improvements in energy-efficiency for all devices
become insignificant when the listen interval is increased beyond 5 (see Figure 6.12). Hence, the huge
increase in delay dominates over the small improvements in energy-efficiency and increasing the listen
interval in sparse networks is no longer beneficial.
To summarize, although higher listen intervals provide better quality of communication for most de-
vices in dense networks, the delayed wakeups severely affect the delay in sparse networks. An increased
listen interval is only desirable when the performance is affected by high number of synchronized channel
accesses. Since synchronized access is determined by the number of devices in the network and their PSM
timeouts, the best listen interval must vary according to the timeout and the network density.
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Figure 6.13: Throughput with Skip-stop Figure 6.14: Delay with Skip-stop
Figure 6.15: Energy per byte with Skip-stop
6.3.4 Effectiveness of Skip-stop
By dynamically adapting the PSM parameters according to the contention in the networks, Skip-stop
successfully copes with high contention and achieves immense improvements in the quality of communica-
tion. Skip-stop starts with the HTC setting and later modifies the parameters according to the dynamic
changes in the network density and traffic. The success of Skip-stop is evident as the devices reduce de-
lay by 17% (see Figure 6.14) and improve throughput by 7% (see Figure 6.13) when compared to HTC, the
device with the best performance at a density of 100 devices. The improvements when using Skip-stop
was possible because of the flexible PSM parameters. Our simulations showed that Skip-stop raised
the PSM listen interval upto a maximum value of 3 and switched to waking up every third beacon interval
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during a short period of high contention. To facilitate faster retrieval of data from the AP buffer, the timeout
was also increased upto a maximum value of 1600 msec.
While the increased parameter values enable the devices to better cope with high contention, the flexi-
bility of switching back to using shorter timeout and listen interval allows the devices to reduce their energy
consumption during low contention. Energy-efficiency in sparse networks is crucial and it was the biggest
barrier against choosing HTC as an ideal solution. Among the existing devices, Nokia and iPhone 3G
are the best in terms of energy-efficiency during low contention (see Figure 6.15). In a sparse network with
only 10 devices, Skip-stop improves the energy-efficiency by 71% compared to Nokia and by 76%
when compared to iPhone 3G.
To summarize, Skip-stop improves both the quality of communication and the energy-efficiency in
dense networks by managing contention. By being adaptive to network density, it also achieves significant
improvements in energy-efficiency in sparse networks. Hence, Skip-stop is an ideal energy-management
approach that enables the PSM devices to survive in dense networks.
6.4 Conclusions and Future Directions
The contribution of this work is to identify the devastating affect of PSM in dense networks and to devise
a simple solution to prevent the network break down. We designed Skip-stop, an energy management
approach to control PSM in dense networks to prevent it from introducing additional spikes of contention.
It is important to note that Skip-stop does not solve the problem of overloading in dense networks.
Instead, it mitigates the problem of contention in an overloaded network allowing devices to operate in such
networks without overly taxing their energy resources. To do so, Skip-stop dynamically adapts to the
density of traffic and devices in the network by tuning two PSM parameters: listen interval and timeout
appropriately. Our results show that setting appropriate parameter values for the current network conditions
not only saves energy in both sparse and dense networks, but also improves delay and throughput in dense
networks.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
The future wireless networks will be very dense. While many wireless networks are still sparse and lightly
loaded, we are seeing more and more hot-spots where the wireless network is simply overwhelmed by
devices and traffic. Although there are many research efforts to solve the load-balancing problem of which
devices should connect to which access points, in busy environments where many people converge, most
access points will still be overloaded. Hence, these energy-constrained high density networks have very
special challenges. The challenges start at an early stage of communication when the devices decide to
join a network and so actively search each channel with probe packets to obtain nearby AP information. In
dense networks, this initiates cycles of probes from all devices and brings down the entire network. The
challenges continue even after the devices associate with an AP. They struggle to maintain a good quality
of communication without spending too much energy in the presence of high contention from background
traffic. The limited energy resources of the devices complicate the entire process. If the energy-saving
protocols are not designed properly, instead of improving communication and achieving better energy-
efficiency, they raise contention even more deteriorating the communication quality by causing packet drops,
increasing delay and reducing throughput, and finally increasing their energy consumption.
In our thesis, we have focused on solving some of these problems. Each solution leveraged the in-
herent characteristics of a dense networks such as increased connectivity, frequent traffic and redundancy
to improve communication and achieve energy-efficiency. For example, NPM, Any-MAC and Jam-Buster
improved energy, delay and security of WSN communication by enabling collaboration between neighbors.
Dynamo-Probing and Skip-stop focused on managing contention in an effort to ensure survival in dense
WLAN. While each component is essential to improve energy-efficiency and communication in dense net-
works, a comprehensive solution would require us to combine all of them together. The first step towards
achieving this goal would be to identify the core problems by study and rigorous analysis of the empirical
data collected from dense networks. From our research on dense networks, we have learned that the key
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to survive in high contention is to embrace the density. Hence, by exploiting every opportunities these net-
works provide, we can design a comprehensive and practical solution which would enable survival in dense
networks.
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